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“The proposed [town] plan also appears to be completely contradictory of the purposes and requirements
of the Town’s 1976 annexation of the area. The town’s petition for annexation indicated that the area would
be developed ‘for the coordinated and harmonious development and growth of the community … as soon
as practicable.’ ” – WC Administrator/Planning Director Doug Stanley

Roads

Businessmen tell town to fix roads or we’ll leave
Lack of Comprehensive Plan road upgrades infuriates North East businessmen
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Round 2, I mean Part Two of
the Front Royal Planning Commission Public Hearing on recommended changes to the town
Comprehensive
Development
Plan mirrored the initial, adjourned part.
Many of the same players spoke
on Sept. 25, as well as several new
ones. Among those new speakers were owners of a number of
Shenandoah Shores area and
Happy Creek Industrial Park
businesses. Those businessmen
said they feel they have been misled by inconsistencies between
stated future plans and the reality
presented by the town government.
The bottom line a number of
business owners gave the town
government was that a continued
refusal to listen and work with
them on specific road improvements will lead to the loss of both
the employment and tax bases
their businesses provide to the
community.
“Look at it this way, if I don’t see

some growth in the future, looking after my best interest [rather
than] bringing employment and
tax dollars to the community, I’ll
move my business elsewhere,”
Air-Pac Industries owner Art
Bankey told the town planners.
“Because I do not have to stay
here. We sell our product all over
the world. I could triple my business overnight and triple my employment. But I’m not going to do
that until I see some support and
an infrastructure that is friendly
to a businessman. I ask you to
please talk to your business partners because we came here to be
a part of this community, not an
outside particle as you currently
treat us.”
Bankey said safety is foremost
in his mind. He said he currently
brings in 12 to 15 tractor-trailer
loads of equipment daily and
that the owners and operators of
those truck had expressed serious safety concerns because of
sole access along roads referred
to as “paved cow trails” to get to
the Happy Creek Industrial and
Technology Park areas.
Bankey said he brought his busi-

ness to this community nearly 13
years ago – that could be an unlucky 13 for the area should AirPac and other employers decide
the Town of Front Royal is not
acting in good faith on commercial growth and infrastructure issues.
Development dilemma
“At best I am confused, at worst
I am losing my mind,” Happy
Creek property owner David
Vazzana told the planners of the
conflicting message he believes
the town is sending. That conflict
Vazzana and others pointed to
is between the theory being put
forth in the town Comp Plan and
the reality of town policies and
ordinances.
“I think you have a good Comprehensive Plan and agree with
the principals of the amendments

you are suggesting. Unfortunately your land planning rationale is in direct conflict with the
stated principals in these amendments,” Vazzana said. “The reality
of existing ordinances and this
roadmap gives me no creative
flexibility or options to help the
community achieve the goals in
your Comprehensive Plan and
the stated amendments put forth.
It is a very inconsistent message,
so landowners will take the path
of least resistance – and the path
of least resistance is by-right development. That will be a disaster
for this town and this community,” Vazzana said.
Vazzana, whose family owns
the 600-plus acres along Mary’
Shady Lane targeted for development by national builder Centex
in 2005/06, said he has a by-right
plan residential plan for that
property that was approved by

the town in 2006.
“Unfortunately that plan will
contribute in no way to the vision
of your Comprehensive Plan,” he
said. Vazzana added that his and
other similar by-right development plans would “permanently
plat over greenways, parks, roads
and [scenic] vistas” recommended by the town’s Comprehensive
Plan. “And you will never get
those back. Such by-right development is in direct conflict with
every development principal in
your Comp Plan,” Vazzana said.
As Vazanna attempted to conclude his remarks, Commission
Chairman Therese Brown cut
him off, telling him he has used
up his allotted five minutes of
speaking time.
Vazzana glanced at his remainSee Businessmen, pg 3
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Businessmen (from pg 2)
ing two pages of notes and responded, “With all due respect
– you had 18 months and I have
five minutes?”
Brown suggested Vazzana and
others who reached their allotted
time to speak, conclude their remarks after all signed up speakers
had had their five minutes of glory – which they did, using one to
two minutes of additional time.
Town vision:
McMansion-ville?
Former Town Planning Commission Chairman and landscape
architect Joe Duggan renewed his
harsh criticism of the method and
wording of suggested changes.
“Go to page 38 – ‘New Development Proposals’ – what is that,
one lot, two lots, 10 lots and who
decides? And, ‘Consider environmental resources’ – what are
those and what level of expertise
is necessary to determine what
they are? In a few years you may
be gone, council may change. You
need to define the parameters
you are suggesting; they can’t be
left open to interpretation.”
Duggan said in a normal planning environment he would agree

with the town’s chief planning official, Assistant Town Manager
for Planning Nimet Soliman, that
ordinances are normally brought
into compliance with changes to
a municipality’s Comprehensive
Plan.
“Unfortunately, in this town
that is not the case,” Duggan asserted. “When the downzoning
was done, the ordinances were
rewritten it was all sign, sealed
and delivered together … There
is a precedent established in this
town to approve the whole package all together and we ask for
the same respect,” Duggan said of
building professionals.
Duggan noted that the town’s
Comprehensive Plan has recommended the building a major north-south connector road,
the much-discussed Leach’s Run
Parkway, between Happy Creek
Road and John Marshall Highway
for nearly three decades.
“Your Comp plan says build
Leach’s Run Parkway, your slope
ordinance says it can’t be done,”
Duggan pointed out.
Later a Jamestown Road area
resident, Leslie Fiddler, objected
to the recent council suggestion
small connector roads be used to
facilitate access to the new Warren County High School through

Lawyers serving
injured persons
involved in:
• Automobile accidents
• Tractor-trailer
accidents
• Wrongful death cases
• Workers’
compensation
losses
Carl N. Lauer

Managing Attorney

636-3030

1-800-698-4907

Roads

existing neighborhoods. Fiddler said existing traffic needs
made the time ripe to proceed
with construction of Leach’s Run
Parkway to protect the integrity
of neighborhoods from through
traffic.
Duggan also agreed with earlier assertions that by-right development would ultimately destroy what the town says it wants
– controlled residential development maximizing the preservation of open and park space and
natural views.
“That by-right development will
occur on one-acre lots, not 10
– there are economic factors
that will determine that,” Duggan said. He pointed to examples
to the east where residential
sprawl characterized by one-acre
“McMansions” have become the
norm.
“This is what you are asking
for?” Duggan asked.

holders in the community’s future and to let reason, rather than
fear of the future drive its decision-making process.
Referencing the joint community SRI Roadmap to the Future,
Vazzana pointed to two potential
futures described in that roadmap:
Vision I, a population polarized
between long-time, low-paid
locals and new residents traveling I-66 east daily to high paying
Metro jobs and feeling no ties to
the community they have moved
into; open space lost and taxes
climbing to cover necessary infrastructure improvements;
Vision II, a model community
attracting new and higher paying
industry and jobs to the area, a
cross section of old and new residents able to work in the community in which they live and
reflecting a sense of community.
“I would suggest you ask the
EDA how they feel about these
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County weighs in
Sought or not, the Town of
Front Royal received input from
county staff on its proposed Comprehensive Development Plan

Celebrities/Books

Q:

A:

nity is the third) in the SRI Roadmap to the Future.
The town opted out of further
participation in the SRI Roadmap
to the Future earlier this year, declining a $14,000 financial commitment to year one of the implementation phase of developing a
coordinated community effort to
plan its future development over
the next 20 years.

See Businessmen,
pg2007
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Forget About It
By Caprice Crane
(Warner Books, $13.99)
Reviewed by Cindy Elavsky

Money

Caprice Crane’s latest book, “Forget
About It,” is everything a good chicklitOctober
book should
smart, funny, enter1-7,be:
2007
taining and a touch bittersweet.
Crane’s keen outer ear for dialogue
and inner ear for what women are really thinking lends to the believability
and likeability of her main character,
Jordan Landau.
The story opens with our heroine
trying to make her way through a life
that just seems to happen to her. Jordan is in a job she can’t seem to
advance in, with a bad boyfriend she
can’t seem to break up with, and she
takes crap from a family who can’t
seem to appreciate her. However, as is
Jordan’s nature, she just accepts it —
as she’s been conditioned to do her
entire life.
Then, a freak accident changes
everything. As she is lying in a hospital bed waking from unconsciousness
after she gets hit while riding her bike,
she has an idea. She is going to rewrite
her life by faking amnesia. Things the
old Jordan would let slide, the new
Jordan won’t tolerate. She can chalk
up her weird behavior to her head
injury, and, in the process, gain control of her life.
As new Jordan wows her boss, confuses her boyfriend and woos a new
man, other circumstances are set into
motion that could derail her entire
plan.
“Forget About It” is a fast, fun read.
While not entirely plausible, the book
does what it should — offer a wonderful escape from everyday life. And
isn’t that what a good book should do?
Plus, since the writing is so smart and
witty, you don’t feel like you’re getting too much junk food in your diet.
So relax, and enjoy!
Books reviewed in this column are
available online or at your local bookstore.
© 2007 King Features Synd., Inc.
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From the publisher

Kid Nation
After reading all the hype about
Kid nation I watched it online at CBS.
com where it can be viewed for free
at one’s leisure. The program is about
a group of 40 kids who run a town by
themselves.
Prior to the premier, press reports
featured all sorts of self-appointed
advocates decrying the “exploitation”
of these kids and suggested that the
production had violated child labor
laws. But in watching the show it is obvious that the kids were all volunteers,
had the opportunity to leave, and had
some supervision since there was an
adult host, presumably adult camera
operators, and one would imagine lots
of eavesdropping equipment to make
sure none of the kids got harmed.
I found myself rooting for these
kids and feeling sorry when the first
youngster decided to leave during a
“Town Council meeting.” (Roger tells
me he gets this impulse all the time.)
Then I was pleased when the council
awarded the first $20,000 “gold star”
to the 14 year-old girl who headed the
kitchen team and fed the group while
griping about her fellow townsfolk’s
penchant for not doing the dishes.
From what I have seen thus far, all
of the people griping about child-labor
laws and suggesting that these kids

OBITUARIES
Thomas Franklin Pierce
Thomas Franklin Pierce, 35 of
Mt. Jackson, VA died on Thursday Sept. 20, 2007 in Harrisonburg, VA. Born on November
16, 1971 he was the son of the
late Joseph William Pierce Jr.
and Margaret Gordon. Surviving
are three sons: Thomas “Tommy” Anthony Chiverl, Gregory
“Greg” Hutchison Pierce and
Alex “AJ” Jacob Pierce all of
Front Royal; one sister: Denise
Dixon of Manassas Park, VA; two
brothers: Joseph William Pierce
II of Greeneville, TN and Micheal “Mikey” Hutchison Fogle
of Mathias, WV. In lieu of flowers Memorial contributions may

were being abused are full of Bonanza
City hot air.
As for the complaints that the kids
were overworked and underfed, it
seems that they simply had to learn
to cooperate, innovate, work hard and
lead their way into creating a functioning society. Getting youngsters away
from TV, microwaves, and into running
stores, earning money, cooking and
cleaning doesn’t seem so bad to me.
It isn’t any more stressful or dangerous than any number of survival and
team-building summer camps that
have existed for years. It is just a little
re-packaging for TV.
So to all the publicity-seeking nannies who cried foul before even seeing the finished product, I say sit down
and enjoy the show. You might learn
something--and then you can do my
dishes!
Food
After making some harsh comments
about the “flavor” of some of the organic soups I have encountered, I am
pleased to report that I have found one
that actually tastes great!
Imagine brand Organic Creamy Potato Leek Soup is wonderful!
I recommend you doctor it up with
some veggies since it is creamy. Still
delicious either way.
Skyline HS vs. WCHS
Our collection of screw-ups now
prominently features the fact that I
failed to include our cover story in the
last issue.
I remember calling our managing
editor Roger Bianchini so we could arbe made to the children at C/O
Denise Dixon 230 Cabbel Drive
Mannassas Park, VA 20111.
Turner-Robertshaw Funeral
Home is handling the arrangements
John Thomas Riley
John Thomas Riley, 31, of Winchester, VA, formerly of Front
Royal, VA passed away on Tuesday, September 25, 2007 in Winchester.
John was born September 23,
1976 in Front Royal, son of Trudi Burnett Riley of Front Royal
and W. Raymond Riley of Front
Royal. He was a past member of
Boy Scout Troop # 52, where he
was a member of Order of the
Arrow, and achieved the rank

gue about how much space he would
get in the paper for his pictures of the
historic game between the new Warren County High School and the allnew Skyline High School.
At the end of the conversation I said,
“Roger, there is no story with these
pictures.”
Roger replied, “It’s in the new
schools story.”
“Oh, Okay,” I said, a bit perplexed.
In any event, I failed to include the
wonderful story that Roger had written
that went with out cover photo last issue.
Please except my appologies and
enjoy the “new updated and enhanced”
version that appears this time.
Infomercials
Aside from the obvious question
“Who buys this stuff?” I have to ask
myself why the networks just allow
anything to run on the air?
If these guys have these great
great-rich-quick schemes then why

don’t they use them and keep them
hush-hush?
And I feel sorry for all the people
who believe that they will have a better
chance of going to heaven by giving
Robert Tilton ten grand.
Butter
Someone should invent a thing
that holds a stick of butter so you can
spread it on toast without dirtying a
knife. (This is one of those musings
you come up with after staying up all
night to layout a newspaper.)
Warren County Middle School
I hope that the people in DC and
Northern Virginia don’t think we have
little kids in gangs running around
Front Royal since we got TV coverage there. It must have been a slow
news day!
Your comments are always welcome
and will be considered for publication.
        editor@warrencountyreport.com

Front Royal Man arrested
Captain Richard Furr of the Front Royal Police Department has
announced the arrest of a 62 year old local man on a misdemeanor stalking charge. According to Captain Furr, Sergeant Jason Ryman of the Police Department’s Patrol Division arrested Noble Leo
Morton III, of 407 East Criser Road, Front Royal during the early
morning hours of Monday, October 1st. The arrest stems from a
complaint made by a 15 year old juvenile female who reported the
matter to police on September 30th. Details of the allegations are
not being released by police.
Morton was ordered held without bond on the stalking charge.
The investigation is continuing and anyone with information is encouraged to contact Sergeant Ryman at the Front Royal Police Department, telephone number 635-2111.
of Life Scout. John was a 1994
graduate of Randolph-Macon
Academy in Front Royal and a
graduate of Western Culinary
Institute in Portland, Oregon,
where he received the Cordon
Bleu Certificate. He was employed by 220 Seafood Restaurant in Winchester.
Surviving along with his parents is his grandmother Arietta
Byrd Riley of Front Royal; one
brother Patrick Riley of Richmond; aunts and uncles Stuart
and Wanda Riley of Granbury,
TX, Toby and Ginny Burnett
of Delmont, PA, and Lucy and
Jerry Garmon of Carrollton,
GA; godparents Aunt Butch and
Uncle Danny of Rixeyville,VA;
and numerous cousins and close
friends.

In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions may be made
to Boy Scout Troop #52, Attn:
Scoutmaster James Parsons, 351
Barnette Drive, Front Royal, VA
22630.
Maddox Funeral Home handled the arrangements.
Carolyn Grace Wineow
Carolyn Grace Wineow 64,
of Front Royal, Virginia died on
Friday September 21, 2007 at the
Warren Memorial Hospital in
Front Royal. Born on December
23, 1942 she was the daughter of
the late James William Wineow
and Nell Bodkin.
Turner-Robertshaw Funeral
Home handled the arrangements.
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“We are not choosing the by-right [option], that is not our choice – it is there, it is in place. We would like
to find a way to work with property owners but again, that has to happen on a timeline that works for both
the community and the property owners.” – FRPC Chairman Therese Brown

Roads

Town planners respond to Comp Plan critics
Existing road constraints are limiting development recommendations
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Faced with myriad questions
about broken promises, exclusionary procedures and inconsistencies between stated visions and existing policies, Front
Royal’s chief planning officials
took the lead in explaining the
town position on recommended
changes to its Comprehensive
Development Plan.
Concerning limitations to access and existing roads throughout the Happy Creek Road and
North East Planning District,
Deputy Town Manager for Planning Nimet Soliman explained
that while the town government
would welcome a third interchange to the area, any such decision connecting Interstate 66 to
Shenandoah Shores Road or any
other existing or future road is
out of the town’s hands.
“From discussions with VDOT
it will not be happening in the
foreseeable future – not by 2025,”
Soliman said following the Sept.
25 Public Hearing on suggested
amendments to the town’s ComBusinessmen (from pg 3)
amendments. That input from
County Administrator/Planning
Director Doug Stanley was highly critical. Stanley pointed to inconsistencies with state codes
and planning guidelines, as well
as the county’s Comp Plan and
past town statements on future
development in the community.
“The Town’s strategies are inconsistent with Section 15.22223.1 of the state code that was
amended this year to require
counties with populations in
excess of 20,000 (and to encourage towns) to designate ‘urban
development areas’ centered
around towns and/or areas with
public water and sewer utilities
and in which residential densities of at least four units per acre
are appropriate,” Stanley wrote
Town Manager for Planning Nimet Soliman on Sept. 25. (Warren County’s population is about
37,000, approximately 14,000 of
which are in Front Royal).

prehensive Plan. “When an interchange becomes viable it will be
a VDOT (state highway department) and federal (Federal Highway Administration) project.
[The town] will be barely participating in it even though it would
be impacting our roads tremendously.”
Town Planning Commissioner Walter Blacklock added that
during his participation on a regional transportation committee
the price of an I-66 interchange
in the area had been estimated at
$50 million by VDOT.
“The town can obviously not
pay for this interchange,” Blacklock said.
Others observed that such an
interchange would likely lie outside the town limits, further removing the town government
from the decision making process.
Existing roads

Are once-acre McMansions the Happy Creek corridor’s future?

Planning Commission Chairman Therese Brown pointed out
that suggested limitations on residential growth by the planners

was a result of existing limitations presented by the area’s road
network.
“I was interested in the refer-

“What we end up with is a
situation where the County is
encouraging its highest density
growth around the Town, including the Happy Creek area,
while the Town is preserving
it in an agricultural land use,”
Stanley said of the draft amendments.

‘country’ and ‘as opposed to rural or vacant.’ Even the Annexation Decree, dated July 9, 1976,
noted that the area ‘is adapted to
town improvements and will be
needed in the reasonably near
future for development.’”
But of course, that was then
and this is now.
“In short,” Stanley concluded,
“while we appreciate the Town’s
desire in protecting the community’s rural atmosphere, the
rural or vacant designation in
the proposed plan conflicts with
state law, the County’s Comprehensive Plan, the objectives and
requirements of the last annexation, and good planning principals.”
The Comp Plan Public Hearing
was adjourned over some objection on Sept. 25, with an additional week allowed for written
submission and a work session
scheduled prior to an anticipated Oct. 17 commission vote of
approval of its amendments (see
related story).

Annexation about face
“The proposed plan also appears to be completely contradictory of the purposes and requirements of the Town’s 1976
annexation of the area,” Stanley
wrote. “The town’s petition for
annexation indicated that the
area would be developed ‘for the
coordinated and harmonious
development and growth of the
community,’ including the extension of water lines, sewer lines,
streets and avenues, and street
lighting ‘as soon as practicable.’
“The Town described the area
as, ‘more characteristic of a municipality, as distinguished from

ences to ‘cow-pasture roads,’ ”
Brown said of one business owners description of the roads tractor-trailers supplying his Shenandoah Shores Road business must
travel. “We share that concern.
That is why we are limiting [residential] development there for
safety reasons.” Brown said the
commission felt the road system
in the North East/Shenandoah
Shores area could not support
the level of growth characterized
by Planned Neighborhood Development clustering. But she added

that the nearby Leach’s Run area
was viewed differently.
“We would like to see Leach’s Run
open for PND development,” she
said. “With Leach’s Run Parkway
and other improvements that
area can handle PNDs,” Brown
said.
“I want to emphasize that we
want to improve every road that
needs it, it is just not feasible,”
Soliman added of financial constraints on the town government.
See Roads, pg 6

FALL OPEN HOUSE WEEKEND
Sat and Sun Oct 20 & 21 from Noon to 4pm

Come Out and Preview New Homes,
Resale Homes and Lots For Sale on
the South Side of the County!
(Bentonville-Browntown-619 area)
Refreshments and Door Prizes at Homes
Check out the Mid-Oct. WCR for more info
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“We are not choosing the by-right [option], that is not our choice – it is there, it is in place. We would like
to find a way to work with property owners but again, that has to happen on a timeline that works for both
the community and the property owners.” – FRPC Chairman Therese Brown

Roads
Roads (from pg 5)
Soliman added that it was apparent the town needed to put improvements to the intersection
of Happy Creek and Shenandoah
Shores Roads on the front burner
due to existing issues with commercial truck traffic to the Happy
Creek Technology and Industrial
Park area.
By-right v. PND

code changes be presented simultaneously. “I do plan on working
on ordinance changes as soon as
the Comprehensive Plan is put to
rest,” she said.
Soliman added that she did not
believe the Comp Plan review
process was the proper setting
to resolve disputes over limits on
Planned Neighborhood Development presented by the town’s
new slope ordinance.
Due Process
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Brown said she felt a failure to
close the public hearing on Sept.
25 would send the wrong message.
“I fear the perception if we
don’t close the Public Hearing
will be that we haven’t been careful in coming up with these recommendations, but we still want
public input,” she said, skirting
a total end to communications
with critics.
In a compromise, by a 5-1 vote,
with Glenn Wood dissenting,
the commission approved David Gushee’s motion to close the
Public Hearing but extended the
time for written input for an additional week. The commission

also scheduled a work session
open to the public to review additional input.
That compromise didn’t sit
well with Mark Accettullo. Accettullo presented transportation
concerns raised by a number of
Shenandoah Shores Industrial
Corridor businesses during the
public hearing.
“This is huge – you are talking
about growth, we’re not talking about growth – we are talking about industrial land that is
already existing, already in the
park that is considering leaving
the park,” Accettullo said in requesting more time to discuss
recommendations for improving

Health/Seniors

Treatments for COPD
DEAR DR. DONOHUE: In the
past you wrote: “There are many
things that can make life with
emphysema more livable.” However, you didn’t mention what those
things are. I would sure like to know
them. — A.B.
ANSWER: Emphysema is the
destruction of air sacs, the delicate
lung structures through which oxygen
passes into the blood. With emphysema, oxygen cannot get into the blood.
Its principal symptom, therefore, is
breathlessness even on minor physical
activity. Emphysema’s twin is chronic
bronchitis, an irritation of the bronchi
(the airways). Its identifying symptom
is persistent cough with thick yellow
sputum. Most people have both conditions simultaneously, and they are
referred to as COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases. The treatments I discuss apply to both.
Drugs that soothe and open irritated
airways filled with mucus improve
breathing and lessen coughing. Most
are taken as mists generated by a
mouth inhaler. Albuterol, terbutaline,
tiotropium and ipratropium are a few
examples.
A prednisone inhaler is used when
there’s a flare-up of symptoms. Prednisone is a cortisone drug, and it’s a
powerful inflammation fighter and
irritation soother.
Oxygen is, of course, an important
adjunct in treating COPD.
Exercise is essential for all COPD
patients. That sounds like a mindless
piece of advice for people who have a
hard time getting enough air. But it has
to be done, if possible. Muscles quickly become deconditioned when they
aren’t exercised, and deconditioned

the area’s transportation infrastructure.
Accettullo was advised to submit any additional concerns expressed by the business owners
to the planning department by
the first week of October. He and
others with remaining issues were
also invited to attend the pending
commission work session to be
held prior to the planners’ vote
on the recommended Comp Plan
Amendment package.
That vote could come at the
commission’s Oct. 17 meeting.
E-mail sunrajah@yahoo.com

October 1-7, 2007

muscles add to the burden of not being
able to breathe easily. Even if people
start out by taking only 20 extra steps a
day, they can build on that gradually
until they are walking for 10 or more
minutes at a time.
COPD patients can help themselves
by adopting a different breathing technique. They should inhale slowly for
about four seconds and exhale even
more slowly, taking six seconds and
doing so with lips pursed as though
they were going to whistle. By leaning
slightly forward when they breathe,
they permit the lungs to expand more
and to hold more air. Many hospitals
sponsor pulmonary rehabilitation programs.
The booklet on COPD provides
detailed information on this common
malady. Readers can order a copy by
writing: Dr. Donohue — No. 601W,
Box 536475, Orlando, FL 328536475. Enclose a check or money order
(no cash) for $4.75 U.S./$6.75 Canada
with the recipient’s printed name and
address. Please allow four weeks for
delivery.
***
DEAR DR. DONOHUE: I’m my
own boss. I live not far from my
office, and I go home for lunch. I
take a short nap after eating. It really refreshes me. My wife thinks I
might be throwing my body clock
out of sync by taking the nap. Am I?
I sleep well at night. — G.K.
ANSWER: A nap of less than 30
minutes invigorates many people and
increases their afternoon performance. One less than 10 minutes doesn’t do much good.
After a nap, many people experience
a light lull in mental functions for
about half an hour, but they make no
more errors in that time than they
would have if they hadn’t taken a nap.
From then on, their performance
improves. Napping doesn’t throw off
your biological clock.
***
Dr. Donohue regrets that he is
unable to answer individual letters,
but he will incorporate them in his column whenever possible. Readers may
write him or request an order form of
available health newsletters at P.O.
Box 536475, Orlando, FL 328536475.
© 2007 North America Synd., Inc.
All Rights Reserved

Flu Shots and Tai-Chi
Some of us wonder if it’s worthwhile to get an annual flu shot. But
look at the statistics: Each year
200,000 people are hospitalized
because of the flu!
The rule of thumb is that if you’re 50
or older, have heart or lung conditions, live in a medical environment
such as a nursing home or have any
chronic medical condition, ask your
doctor if you should get a shot.
The flu shot isn’t a cure-all, though,
and you still need to use caution. Frequent hand washing is a must. (One
thing I like to do is carry antibacterial
wipes and scrub down the handles of
grocery carts and the child seat before
I put anything in there. Grocery stores
often keep a supply of them at the
front door, too, next to the carts.)
Consider signing up at the YMCA
for an exercise class. Tai-Chi is a great
exercise for us because it doesn’t
involve any joint-rattling bouncing or
overextending of limbs. Instead it’s a
relaxing exercise that helps greatly
with weight shifting and range of
motion, as well as lowered blood pressure and arthritis symptoms.
Not convinced that Tai-Chi can help
you? The results of a small study just
released in the American Journal of
Chinese Medicine show how Tai-Chi
can increase the level of effectiveness
of flu vaccine in seniors. One problem
we sometimes have is that we don’t
always develop the full protectivelevel benefit of the shot. Study participants who participated in Tai-Chi
classes had higher antibody levels
than those who didn’t.
Go to www.findaflushot.com, a site
where you can find a flu shot in your
area. By the beginning of flu season
the site will be up and running, but for
now you can schedule a reminder to
be sent to you by e-mail.
Matilda Charles regrets that she
cannot personally answer reader
questions, but will incorporate them
into her column whenever possible.
Write to her in care of King Features
Weekly Service, P.O. Box 536475,
Orlando, FL 32853-6475, or send email to columnreply@gmail.com.
© 2007 King Features Synd., Inc.
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“There is no gang activity at Warren County Middle School. Your children are safer here than anywhere
else in the community … What we have is wannabe behavior, a joining together of a few students dressed
identically which presents the opportunity to bully.” – WCMS Principal Alan Fox

Kids

Intimidating behavior, not clothes at issue at WCMS
Group ‘Colors’ seen as reflective of bullying schoolyard mentality
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

Do clothes make an 11 or 12
year old a gang member?
Is there ‘thug life’ or actual
criminal gang membership at
WCMS?
Are some students’ school
wardrobes obsolete simply because of color combinations?
“No, no and no,” were Warren
County Middle School Principal Alan Fox’s summarized answers to these questions. Those
answers came during a Sept. 26
forum on clothing, discipline
and behavioral standards at the
school called in the wake of a series of incidents the second week
of the school year. Parents and
students present were also given
a presentation on criminal gangs
and gang-imitative behavior by
a member of the Northwest Regional Drug Task Force.
“No colors have been prohibited from what is worn to school,”
Fox told parents. What is prohibited, he explained, is behavior
perceived as bullying or group

dress that could be used to psychologically intimidate other students.
Fox said he hoped the forum
would dispel unfounded rumors
about dress standards and what
behaviors had been disciplined
on Sept. 11 and Sept. 14 at his
school and why.
“There is no gang activity at
Warren County Middle School.
Your children are safer here than
anywhere else in the community,”
Fox assured parents. “What we
have is wannabe behavior, a joining together of a few students
dressed identically which presents the opportunity to bully …
and what I’m not going to have
is the intimidation of other students. Our number one goal is
to educate your children and to
keep them safe. We want to create a partnership with not only
your kids, but with you – because
you are partners with us in educating your children,” Fox told a
sizeable crowd nearly filling the
school cafeteria the evening of
Sept. 26.
Fox said he hoped the series of

WCMS Principal Alan Fox
incidents between Sept. 11 and
Sept. 14 leading to the forum
would have a positive result.

“What I want to come out of
this is to stimulate parents to ask
their kids questions, look at what
they are accessing on the Internet,” Fox said prior to the meeting. “If your child has a MySpace
account – look at it; monitor what
they are watching. If they have a
new group of friends, again ask
questions,” Fox later told parents.
“What I have is a couple of boys
caught up in the culture that they
see on the Internet, in music videos – everywhere. And they want
to play wannabe, which is potentially very dangerous to them and
they don’t understand that,” Fox
said of the catalyst leading to a
series of events the second week
of school.
Those events began with the disciplining of a group of five or six
students dressed nearly identically in white T-shirts, with loose
red shirts over the T’s and dark
pants congregating together in
the school’s hallways.
“I didn’t like what I saw,” Fox
said of what he perceived to be a
potentially bullying situation on
Sept. 11. He then contacted the
Public Schools Administrative
Office, where in the absence of
vacationing Superintendent Pamela McInnis, Assistant Super-

intendent Lou Justus told Fox to
take what action he deemed appropriate.
That action included the students being called to the principal’s office where it was explained
that such identical “gang-themed”
dress was considered inappropriate in creating a bullying atmosphere. Fox also contacted the
parents of those involved students.
“There have been no suspensions because of this,” Fox noted, only some missed class time
while the issue was addressed.
Asked on Sept. 26, why all parents hadn’t been contacted at
that point, Fox said that with so
few students involved, about one
percent of the school’s population, he considered the incident
minor and resolved by discussion
with the involved students’ and
their parents.
However, three days later that
changed.
Student Protest
It certainly wasn’t the 1960 and
early ‘‘70s as college students
across the nation went to the
See Kids, pg 8
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Kids

Washington’s FOX “News”
outlet news crew listens
to one middle school
student’s philosophy of
dress and life after debating the need for him to
spell his name for them.

dress issue had been raised and
deemed inappropriate at the
school.
The protest led Fox to send a
letter to the parents of all middle
school students explaining the
incidents of that week and notifying them of the Sept. 26 forum on
discipline, dress and behavioral
issues at the school.
The forum included a presentation on gang-style patterns of
behavior and dress by members
of the Northwest Regional Drug
Task Force. The presentation,
which was given at WCHS and
WCJHS last school year, is designed to alert parents to the type
of “Gangsta” behavior considered
potential dangerous on a variety
of levels.
FOX News on the scene

Kids (from pg 7)
streets in protest against a variety
of political, military and social
issues; but in the aught-aughts
without a draft to focus collegeage student attention on their
era’s war, it’s all we have.
“Thank God for America where
you can still protest,” Fox said of
the incident at his school.

On Sept. 14, there was an organized protest in support of the
initially disciplined WCMS students. While about 30 students
wearing similar red, white and
black clothes were sent to the office for disciplinary reasons, Fox
said about half those were found
to be uninvolved in the protest
and simply victims of fashion circumstance. Those students were

sent back to class within one period, Fox said, apologizing to parents for any lost class time their
children may have had.
The remaining students, identified as about 15 male and female protesters, including some
of those involved in the Sept. 11
disciplining, missed about three
classes while being given another
explanation as to why the initial

While a rumored behind-thescene power struggle between
the Bush Administration and the
U.S. military over six “misplaced”
nuclear-armed cruise missiles
discovered at the Louisiana staging area for the Middle East War
theater in late August unfolds
under their noses, FOX News’

D.C. outlet elected to send a crew
not to the Pentagon to cover the
unfolding fate of the world, but
further west to cover the erupting controversy over clothing and
discipline at WCMS.
As if on cue and illustrating
an 11 or 12 year olds’ inability to
comprehend the world around
them, FOX News prioritized an
interview with one local middle
school student prior to the Sept.
26 meeting on his perceptions
of the “gang-dress” controversy.
After arguing with the boy for a
good 60 seconds over the need
for him to begin by spelling his
name, the FOX talking she-head
listened to the youngster wax poetic with all the “wannabee” attitude in the world about why his
friends and their dress shouldn’t
be of concern to school officials,
nor should their safety off school
grounds.
Just playin’
While youngsters may consider
Gangsta role-playing a sign of hip
or toughness, inadvertent contact
Kids (from pg 9)

DuPont Corian Kicks Off the Nationwide Search for the Most Inspiring
Community Leaders in America
New Look Kitchen & Bath Searches for Local Leaders to Help Create
Kitchens for Those Who Ignite Passion in Others
In honor of the hometown heroes that
spark our imagination and touch our
lives in special ways, New Look Kitchen
and Bath, a certified DuPont™ Corian®
installer, today announced DuPont, the
maker of DuPont Corian® solid surfaces, is launching its Who Inspires You?
contest. The company is seeking community leaders whose selfless actions
impact and inspire others and is rewarding them with kitchen prize packages,
including a professionally installed DuPont™ Corian® countertop in the color
of their choice.
“We are seeking those community
members who not only imagine better lives for others, but actually help to
make it happen,” said Kelley Miller, Vice
President, New Look Kitchen and Bath
“Front Royal’s kitchens are the hub of
the home, where lives are shared and
communities are brought together – it’s
our way of recognizing the people who
are so vital to our everyday well being.”
The inspiration for the contest is the
palette of more than 140 colors of Corian®, highlighted by the largest new
color launch in DuPont Surfaces history.
Designed to allow consumers to express
their individuality and personal style in

every home environment, Corian® inspires passion for designing kitchens to
obsess over, dream about and escape
to. To see the new colors in person or for
inspirational ideas of your own, visit our
store at 322 North Royal Avenue.
Now through November 15, 2007
friends and neighbors in (Your City) are
encouraged to submit stories of 800
words or less illustrating why a parent/
guardian, civil servant, educator or other
community leader deserves to be honored. One grand prize winner and three
runners up will be selected. Entries will
be judged on the level of inspiration
drawn from the story and the extent to
which the nominee’s actions impact the
community.
Visit countertops.dupont.com/inspire
to find complete rules, prizes and how to
enter online, by fax or by mail. The four
deserving leaders will win kitchen prize
packages including a professionally installed Corian® countertop in the color
of their choice, an array of KitchenAid®
appliances and an Excitations.com experience, such as a ride in a vintage biplane or a stint in a race car. The total of
the four winning kitchen prize packages
is estimated at approximately $50,000.
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Buracker Construction LLC
Custom Homes
buracker-construction.com
Looking for that special Mountain Estate or Weekend Getaway?
Come tour the “Lodge” in scenic Bentonville, VA

Situated on 9 scenic acres with views of the Shenadoah National Park and George Washington National Forest, this cedar log siding home is loaded with extra’s. Exterior framing
consists of 2” x 6” walls and R-19 insulation. The roof is a 50 year, standing seam metal
roof. The wrap around porch could virtually hold 100 rocking chairs. Inside, the Master
Bedroom is located on the Main Floor and has a cathedral ceiling, stone fireplace and
walk-in closet. The Master bath boasts a 4’ x8’ walk-in tile shower with 2 shower heads
and body sprays. The kitchen features Prestige Rustic Hickory Beadboard Cabinets and
granite counters. A 48” JennAir Cooktop with grill is in the center of the island. The
Great Room features another stone fireplace and cedar posts with carved Bear Heads.
The loft features a mural of a Virginia Wildlife scene. The two large upstairs bedrooms
each have their own full bath. Farmhouse style oak trim and 8’ oak doors. Want to come
see for yourself? Call 540-636-1879 to schedule a tour!

with the real thing can be dangerous, even fatal, Inv. Simmons of
the Northwestern Regional Drug
Task Force told parents and students at the Sept. 26 forum.
While gang activity is considered minimal in Warren County,
it has been prevalent, violent and
even fatal as close as Shenandoah
County and Winchester, Simmons pointed out. Gang members are believed to pass through
and even meet socially in Warren
County – the Shenandoah River
attractive to their water-based
and religiously-ritualized meetings, Simmons said. And true
criminal gangs such as the Bloods
(whose colors were involved in
the WCMS incidents), Crips,
MS-13 and others among some
25,000 gangs identified nationwide, do not take lightly to their
colors being worn by wannabees
just playin’ at thug life.
A chance encounter with the
real thing can lead to a number
of things, Simmons said. High on
that list are a bad beating or even
the murder of the “player” or in
some cases an non-negotiable offer to join the real thing. That latter choice will invariably lead to
actual criminal behavior and an
irreversible path into real gangster life, the outcome of which is
often prison, violence or death.
Missing/getting the point
Questions from parents at the
forum indicated a variety of perspectives from support of the
school administration, to support
of their children’s rights to wear
what they want and dress like
their friends if they choose.
“If my son likes the Dallas

Cowboys and has eight Cowboy
jerseys. So, if he comes to school
five days in a row with one on,
so what?” one father said of Simmons comments on one favored
style of gang dress – sports jerseys.
“Are Michael Vick jerseys going to be banned?” another father
asked. “My son likes Michael Vick
for what he does on the football
field. Can he wear his Vick jersey
to school?”
Fox said there was no prohibition on any such team apparel.
However, he added, “I’d ask you to
think about the message it sends.
Michael Vick has plead guilty to
charges related to the strangling,
electrocution and drowning of
dogs, and the organization of illegal dog fights; and he is not going
to be on the field for some time.
So, again I’d just ask you to think
about the message it sends.”
“When I was in school I used
to call my friends in the morning to see what they were wearing and we’d all dress the same,”
one mother recalled of her school
days. “We weren’t a gang and it
was harmless.”
Again Fox stressed that it was
not clothes in and of themselves,
but rather a certain group style
related to actual criminal gangs
and the message being sent to
other students by such group
dress in this day and age that was
at issue.
“I just want to thank you for
caring enough about our children
to act, and prevent them from being bullied at school. I fully support what you did,” another mom
said.
That comment, the final of the
meeting, drew a loud round of
applause from a majority of the
parents present.

Price Reduced to $699,999!
Looking for land? We have building lots. mountainbrookestates.net
Do you have your own land, but are looking for a builder?
Give us a call 540-636-1879 or send an e-mail to buracker@comcast.net

This full-color ad will be read by about 15,000 people in Front Royal and Warren County.
It costs as little as $28.14 for a one-time insertion or $18.75 per issue with an annual contract. Give your business the boost it needs with an ad in Warren County’s most popular
newspaper by calling Holly at (540) 683-1078 or Matt at (540) 336-3981.

One parent thanks Principal Alan Fox at conclusion
of forum on school discipline, dress issues and student protest the second week of school.
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Kevin S. Engle

Domestic Dispute

By Kevin S. Engle
Warren County Report

I’m not proud to admit it, but
I was recently involved in one.
And it wasn’t the first time. The
police haven’t been to the house.
Yet.
This isn’t between my wife and
me. It’s much more serious than
that.
It’s me versus the laundry. And
me versus the bed. And I’m getting my butt kicked. And I’m
tired of it.
My wife and I have an unwritten agreement. I make the bed
Monday through Friday and she
does it on the weekends and holidays. Despite all the practice, I

am undoubtedly the world’s slowest bed maker.
My problem? I’m a perfectionist. All of the creases and bumps
have to be smoothed out just so
and the sheet and blankets have
to hang down equally on both
sides of the bed. That’s easier said
than done.
“See this diamond shape on the
bed spread?” my wife asks as she
tries to help me for the 89th time.
“Line it up so that it’s on the corner of the bed.”
Do you know what I hear?
Nothing.
I tug one side of the bed spread,
check out how close it is to the
floor and then walk to the other
side to compare. Ninety-nine

times out of a 100, they don’t
match up. So I pull the other way,
make a mental note and then walk
around again. Eventually, I get it
right or simply give up in frustration as I mutter “close enough.”
And when I wash the sheets and
blankets and have to start the
whole process from scratch, that’s
an entire day’s project.
Remember the old TV show
Hazel? She was a super maid in
the Baxter household. No one
will ever mistake me for Hazel.
Next battle. Laundry.
Despite my wife’s guidance, I
just can’t seem to get the grasp of
sorting clothes. Oh sure, I know
how to separate the whites and
towels, but when it comes to dif-

ferent colors, I’m clueless. My
approach. She sorts it and I wash
it. If there were a written test, I’d
fail every time.
Bras. Those things are vicious.
They twist around other clothes
in the washing machine like a
noose, strangling innocent socks
and underwear in their no-holdsbarred death grip. On more than
one occasion I’ve had to borrow
the Fire Department’s Jaws of Life
to separate everything.
And why do I have to turn
shirts and pants inside out to
wash them like my wife and the
label often tell me to? I’m just
going to have to turn them right
side out again when they’re done.
Seems like wasted effort to me.

Hanging pants on hangers is
another challenge. Tee shirts are
easy. Pants aren’t. I can never
match up the leg seams the way
they’re supposed to be.
And ironing? Let’s not even go
there. I’ve had a couple of lessons
over the years, but never mustered the courage to tackle that
one. That falls under advanced
domestic duties, a level that I’ve
not attained nor ever will.
The one chore I do well is washing windows. And I even like it.
Maybe I can hire a Hazel for the
other stuff. Maybe the police
would even pay for it.
The author doesn’t mind vacuuming but can’t stand to dust.  
If you’re in need of his domestic
services, contact him at Kevin@
Warrencountyreport.com to make
an appointment.  Rates are somewhat reasonable and he’s bonded.

Mountain Brook Estates
Have you been looking for that special piece of land to build your full
time, weekend or vacation home? If so, Mountain Brook Estates may
be just what you’re looking for.

Located in scenic Bentonville, VA this new mountain community of 10
lots ranging from 5 to 11 acres has something for everyone. Lot 2 has
views and a pond and several lots have a stream going through them.
High speed DSL Internet will be available! For additional information, call Buracker Construction, 540-636-1879 or visit our website
at mountainbrookestates.net. Prices start at 159,999 up to 229,999.
Bring this ad and receive $2,500 off through October 7.

Looking for a builder? Call Buracker Construction LLC 540-636-1879
or visit buracker-construction.com

This full-color ad will be read by about 15,000 people in Front Royal and Warren County.
It costs as little as $28.14 for a one-time insertion or $18.75 per issue with an annual contract. Give your business the boost it needs with an ad in Warren County’s most popular
newspaper by calling Holly at (540) 683-1078 or Rebecca at (540) 683-6311.
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322 N. Royal Ave • Front Royal, VA 22630
(540) 635-8020 • fax: (540) 635-7312
www.newlookkitchenandbath.com

Let us turn
any room in
your home
into a work
of art!

Shenandoah County, VA
bathroom remodel

We also specialize in: Tile Work, Hardwood Flooring, Basements,
Outdoor Kitchens, Frameless Shower Glass Doors

Linden, VA kitchen remodel

Truckload SALE

Save even more through November 11, 2007.

Front Royal, VA kitchen remodel

We beat the big-box retail prices every day!
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Mary Ellen South

Remarkable Woman:
					 Helen “Mickey” Furr
By Mary Ellen South
Warren County Report

How does a woman named Helen get the
nickname “Mickey”? When you work as a
quarter master for the army in an office in
Washington D.C. in the late 30’s and early
40’s and co workers are named Helen ( a very
popular name during those years) you get
creative- and so Mickey emerged. Mickey
came to Front Royal when she married Dick
Furr. They raised three children and now
she has six grandchildren and three great
grandchildren. After working forty years at
American Vicaase, then Avtex, in 1987 she
retired. Word has it that the plant closed
in 1988 it was because of her retirement!
Then she became active as a volunteer in
the community of Warren County. She has
been honored over the years with various
awards for her steadfast devotion to many

Get Real
Along about the time that hoards of
young Americans began to use drugs,
they became enraptured with the concept of reality. It was almost as if their
departure from it made them long for
it.
By the time the children of the ’60s
grew up and started trying to run a
society, we had replaced our traditional moral compass with the concept
that if a thing is “real” it is “good.”
Reality having decided to stay away,
we had to rummage around to find
something to defend as being honest
and truthful.
So what noble cause do we come up
with? Why, tattoos and computer
images, of course.
There is a segment of our society
that is bemoaning the fact that tattoo
culture has become contaminated by
erasable tattoos.
I’m not talking about the rub-off
kind. Nope, these are genuine, underthe-skin ink injections that can be
safely and painlessly removed.
A girl can now have any guy’s name
emblazoned on her person with the
knowledge that with a swipe of a laser
beam, the whole thing will fade harmlessly away. Left un-lasered, it will
last a lifetime.
Why this would be disturbing to anyone seems odd, but there are tattoo
artists and many who have tattoos who
say this has undermined the “truth”
and “reality” behind getting one. After
all, they say, isn’t that what life is supposed to be all about — pain and
regret?

organizations: Shenandoah Area Agency
on Aging, Front Royal Lioness Club, Front
Royal Council of Churches, and Warren
County Outstanding Volunteer. Receiving
the awards did nothing to slow her down.
She continues to volunteer at St. Luke’s
Clinic, Front Royal Credit Union, and is a
regular serving the auxiliary at Warren Memorial Hospital. For fun she bowls on a senior team or prances around with her fellow
Red Hatters to various functions entertaining “old people.”
Mickey is, indeed, a remarkable womanbringing cheer to everyone she encounters.
Her statement of life- “After being blessed
for 84 years, I thank God every day for my
strength to do the things I have done and
will continue to do. ” She is certainly a role
model for all women of Warren County- we
want to follow in her footsteps if we can
keep up.

Meanwhile, there is this guy who
lost his job because he used Adobe
Photoshop to erase junk details from
photos he produced for a newspaper.
This guy had a body of work that had
won him many awards, but he has
been drummed out of the newsroom
for erasing a pair of legs protruding
from behind a banner in the corner of a
sport photo. The legs had nothing to
do with the integrity of the picture, in
fact, it’s likely the legs would have
been “cropped” anyway. However, in
an attempt to defend its nonexistent
integrity, the media community has
decried his use of technology to
remove tree branches, utility poles,
electrical cords and the like from his
news photos. He was forced to resign
in disgrace.
Get over it, already. Tattoos aren’t
sacred, and neither is the news media.
I wish we would take some of our
preoccupation with non-reality and
apply it to some real-life situations.
We’ve allowed ourselves to wander on
merry walks through the forest in
which we never even realize that there
are trees nearby, let alone focus on
one.
There are way too many truly “real”
issues out there for us to be concerned
about — everything from world
peace, to providing a clean and plentiful supply of food and water, right on
down to whether or not we know
where our kids are when the sun goes
down.
The one thing we haven’t figured out
yet is how to pick our battles. Don’t
major in the minors, they say, but we
waste extraordinary amounts of time
and energy fighting over inconsequentials.
Real important stuff, you know, like
tattoos and computer images.
Write to Francis Shrum in care of
King Features Weekly Service, P.O.
Box 536475, Orlando, FL 328536475, or send e-mail to francis@wtccourier.com.
© 2007 King Features Synd., Inc.

Oddities
October 1-7, 2007

By Samantha Weaver
• A typical newspaper contains just
30 percent editorial content — 70 percent of the paper you buy is taken up
by advertising.
• It was Russian novelist Fyodor
Dostoevsky, author of such famed
works as “Crime and Punishment”
and “The Brothers Karamozov,” who
made the following observation:
“That’s man’s one privilege over all
creation. Through error you come to
the truth! I am a man because I err!
You never reach any truth without
making fourteen mistakes and very
likely a hundred and fourteen.”
• Ever had to make a large claim to
your insurance company? If you
thought it was a pain to fill out all the
paperwork and explain what happened, consider the plight of the poor
soul who had to handle the claim in
2006 when a guard dog mauled a teddy bear that once belonged to Elvis
Presley — the stuffed animal was valued at $80,000.
• People don’t usually think of fish
as being especially long-lived, but
that’s only because they don’t realize
that Beluga sturgeon can live up to
150 years.
• If you’re upset by the vagaries of
the stock market, consider how
unhappy Mario Budo must have been.
In 1920, he detonated an entire horsedrawn wagon full of explosives on
Wall Street.
• Every schoolchild knows that
Francis Scott Key’s enduring legacy is
our national anthem, “The Star-Spangled Banner.” Not many realize, however, that it was written to the tune of a
British drinking song.
• Have you ever been so enamored
of someone that you’ve purchased a
bibelot? You may not realize it, but
you probably have; a “bibelot” is sim-
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Speed limits

“Gridlock as far as I can see, let me out so that I can scream” – Warren Zevon

Gridlock on the horizon – 25 mph and you (& tourists)
Airport to get over $500k for expansion; civil fee defendant/plaintiff plea

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
“Gridlock as far as I can see,
let me out so that I can scream”
– are these Warren Zevon lyrics penned in reaction to traffic
backups on Los Angeles freeways
now a prediction of coming tourist season traffic problems in little, old Front Royal, Virginia?
That was a question pondered
on several occasions recently by
the Front Royal Town Council.
The town’s recent lowering of
speed limits at major entrances
on the north and southeast sides
of Front Royal has created some
internal concern, as well as some
testy comments from drivers.
Councilman Eugene Tewalt
asked for the speed issue to be
re-addressed at a Sept. 17 work
session, and at council’s Sept. 24
meeting one citizen rose to add
his complaint about the situation.
At issue with both Tewalt and
citizen Richard Caricofe is the
potential for creating gridlock
and undue delays for drivers at
key transportation corridors on
John Marshall Highway (U.S. 55
E) and North Royal Ave. (U.S.
340/522 N).
The lowered speed limits have
coincided with both northside
lane realignments made in conjunction with the North Fork
Bridge expansion project and
the opening of the new Warren
County High School on Westminster Drive near its intersection with John Marshall High-

way.
Tewalt, a former town public
works and engineering director,
has pointed out that sound traffic engineering dictates that road
design is the preferred method of
speed control. He said building
a road to accommodate higher
speed and subsequent lowering
of speed limits could exacerbate
safety issues by creating a “road
rage” response among some drivers (don’t look at me, Gene, I’m
an excellent driver).
“The problems we have is getting traffic through town and
now we have 25 mph speed limits
here, there and everywhere. Why
do we want to slow traffic down
to 25 when we need to get traffic through town?” Tewalt asked
council on Sept. 17.
One stated reason has been
safety concerns for a handful of
residents who lost parking lanes
in front of their North Royal Ave.
homes as a result of that road lane
realignment. Those lanes facilitated not only parking for guests,
but also those residents’ ability to safely enter and exit their
own off-street driveways, those
resident told council. A request
by several of those residents to
restore the parking lanes was rejected by council this summer in
favor of the lowered speed limit
there.
Tewalt and others have also
questioned the need to extend a
25 mph speed limit past Westminster Drive all the way to
Walker Ave. to accommodate
school traffic twice a day, five

days a week.
“On Route 55, we had no idea
at the time [the lowered limit
was enacted] how to handle the
school traffic we knew was coming. I think 25 to Westminster is
justified,” Town Manager Michael
Graham told council in the wake
of the school year opening.
Stan Brooks suggested council rely on its staff to determine
infrastructure details like speed
limits. “I don’t want to get into
this, it’s not our job,” Brooks said
as the Sept. 17 discussion proceeded into details.
“I like to rely on staff but we
need to make a decision once
we hear recommendations from
the police and other staff,” Bret
Hrbek countered.
A compromise of raising the
speed limit between Westminster
and Walker to 30 mph was suggested before council abandoned
its Sept. 17 discussion. Resolution of speed limit issues in Front
Royal was still pending in early
October.
FRR flush
The county has received official
notice from the Virginia Aviation
Board that the county airport has
been approved for two grants totaling $560,667.30 for two expansion projects.
Front Royal-Warren County
Airport will receive $540,667
(and that 30 cents) for site preparation for new T-hangars at the
airport, and an additional $20,000
on top of a previous allocation of

$60,000 for land acquisition.
Deputy County Administrator
Richard Magnifico said that while
the county is proceeding with onsite expansion plans, it is still exploring potential options regarding a public-private partnership
proposed by adjacent landowner
Dan Nicholson. Nicholson would
like to see an aviation-related
business park, which would include hangar space on approximately 32 acres north of the airport. Nicholson believes his plan,
which would include the dedication of some of his land adjacent
to the airport for hangar space,
would address space limitations,
as well as security and economic
concerns expressed by state and
federal aviation agencies.
Civil fee plea
Defense attorney Tom Sayre
says a plea agreement is in the
works that would reduce charges
against his client, Kathleen B.
Crouch. Crouch was originally
charged with reckless driving by
speed, 66/45, on July 24. Crouch
was subject to the highly controversial state civil remedial fees
and consequently became a coplaintiff against the state’s enact-

Brick Dedication
October 6
The dedication ceremony
for Phase IV of the Downtown
Business Association’s Engraved Brick Walk will be held
on Saturday, October 6, 2007
at 11:00 a.m.
The brick project was designed with a dual purpose in
mind: to beautify the area surrounding the gazebo and to
raise funds for the Downtown
Business Association. It has
become a walk through history, as significant individuals,
organizations, and businesses
in Front Royal’s history are
represented through the engraved bricks.
The new area of the sidewalk, containing 35 engraved
bricks, will be opened with a
ribbon-cutting ceremony. Refreshments will be served.

ment of not only the fees, but the
entire 2007 transportation bill of
which they were a part.
Sayre, who is also a plaintiff in
the legal challenge of the transportation bill, said Crouch might
still remain a co-plaintiff in the
transportation bill challenge despite the potential reduced charge
due to DMV driving points issues
that would also kick in civil fee
penalties.
Richmond attorney Patrick
McSweeney is spearheading the
legal challenge of the transportation bill Sayre and Crouch are
plaintiffs in. A number of highprofile state Republicans are also
involved in that challenge focusing on how the state plans to raise
money to fund road improvements statewide. However, Sayre
confirmed that to his knowledge
Crouch is the lone civil fee victim
among the plaintiffs.
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Old Courthouse Civil
War Museum Benefit
Performance
Wayside Theatre’s production
“George Washington, Young
Man, Young Country” Opening Night, Friday October 5,
will benefit the Old Courthouse
Civil War Museum.
Tickets are 15 for adults and
$10 for children 17 years and
under; performance at 7:30 PM
at the Museum in the courtroom and General Admission.
Please call (540) 869-1776 for
reservations. All proceeds from
this performance benefit the
Old Courthouse Civil War Museum. Old Courthouse Civil
War Museum, 20 North Loudoun Street, Winchester, VA
22601 (on the Loudoun Street
walking mall).
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Radio

“And he talked about making a complete turnaround in his life, not just the physical changes, which he
made in four months … but the release of stress, eating properly, feeling better and being able to perform
his job better than he used to.” – Fit Talk radio host Randy Wray

Randy’s Wray-dio show targets health issues
Fitness trainer hits ‘The River’s’ airwaves to promote the human body
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

ness training business out of the
“It doesn’t really fit into our
Front Royal Fitness Center, says music format, but it’s good for
the idea for a radio talk show ex- the community so we’re going to
It’s not hard to figure out Randy clusively devoted to fitness and go with it,” O’Dell said of his deciWray is enthusiastic about fitness health came from several casual sion to give Wray’s idea air time
and health.
comments from personal fitness once a week.
“Back off the mike a little, clients.
That Sept. 8 premier featured
Randy or you’re going to come
“It all started almost as a joke one of Wray’s fitness clients, Senout distorted,” WZRV’s Lonnie with some casual comments, sible Car Rental and Commerce
Hill instructed Fit Talk’s host as ‘You know, you ought to have Motors owner Pat White.
he set microphone levels during your own talk show on fitness,’ ”
“That inaugural show featured
a sound check before recording Wray says. “And after I heard it a 43-pound weight loss story.
began for Wray’s fourth show.
a number of times and I thought A man, 53 years old, had gotten
Fit Talk with Randy Wray airs maybe I need to look at this.”
out of shape over the years, eaton Saturday mornings from 8 a.m. Wray ran – figuratively – his idea ing poorly, not exercising, living a
to 9 a.m. and is also available on by Royal Broadcasting President very stressful life stemming from
the radio station’s website, www. Andrew Shearer. A subsequent the businesses that he runs, oproyalbroadcasting.net, for listen- conversation with Mike O’Dell, erates and owns. And he talked
ing at your leisure for those not station manager for Shearer’s AM about making a complete turnprone to early Saturday morning and FM stations in Front Royal around in his life, not just the
listening.
led to the Sept. 8 premier of Fit physical changes, which he made
October 1-7, 2007
Wray, who operates his own fit- Talk with Randy Wray.
in four months – and actually it
was 49 pounds he’d lost by the
time we aired the show – but the
abdominals, lower back, chest, shoulders, back, neck and legs all play a
release of stress, eating properly,
role in developing good posture. If
feeling better and being able to
there is a muscle imbalance, you may
perform his job better than he
find it more difficult to hold yourself
in proper alignment all day.
used to.”
• Analyze your posture. Look in the
“We have different topics each
mirror (or have someone else look at
week that we feel will attract a
you) from the front and the side, as
complete cross section of the
you would normally stand. Look for
your head falling forward, rounded
population, not necessarily peoImproving Bad Posture shoulders and back, relaxed abdomi- ple who are already exercising but
nals, overly arched lower back, hips
In the past few years my poswho may be borderline,” Wray
pushing forward and uneven shoulture has become terrible. My
says. “We encourage anyone to
ders. Try to correct any discrepancies
shoulders have started to slump forby striving to place your feet shoullisten of course, but I really think
ward, and my back is becoming
der-width apart, knees slightly bent,
rounded. Are there any exercises I
those who are maybe wanting to
hips in a neutral position, abdominals
can do to strengthen my shoulders
exercise without really knowing
and lower back supported, shoulders
and back, and improve my posture?
up and back and your head not leaning
how to get started on an effective
Yes, there are exercises you can forward. Practice holding this posiregimen will be interested.
perform to strengthen the mus- tion for as long as possible. If it
“On our second show we excles of your shoulders and back, but becomes uncomfortable, find a midthat may not improve your posture. To dle ground, but strive to hold this posiplored alternative means of fitimprove your posture, you first have tion until it becomes a new habit.
ness. Not everybody can adhere
to learn where the problem lies. Mus• Discomfort and pain in your back
to coming into the gym for a
cle strength and balance, structural or shoulders from inactivity or injury
structured weight-training proabnormalities and being conscious of can keep you from trying to straighten
your body alignment are all consid- those muscles out. If this is the case,
gram, followed by a cardio-vasered when doing a postural analysis. seek professional care to alleviate
cular program,” Wray says. “Our
Discovering which one or more of your pain and properly heal your
guests were two of the area’s best
these needs to be corrected is the first injury. Also, with age and certain bone
step in getting things “straightened” conditions, the compression of your
group aerobics instructors and
out.
spine can cause rounding at your
they were also ballroom dance
A big reason for poor posture among shoulders and back. If you feel this
instructors … and while we talkmany people is bad habits. The mus- might be the issue, consult your physied about these different dances,
cles of your back and shoulders can be cian.
strong, but if you don’t control those
let’s say the Foxtrot, the Salsa,
Always consult a physician before
muscles and hold them in the proper beginning an exercise program.
the Rumba, the Tango and while
position it can result in rounded shoul- Andrea Renee Wyatt, M.S.S., C.S.C.S.,
we talked about these dances we
ders and a rounded back. Slouching in is a certified personal trainer with an
would have music to illustrate the
a chair at work or while driving can extensive background in strength and
develop poor postural habits that then conditioning as well as therapeutic
dances we were talking about.”
transfer into everyday situations. recreation. If you have a fitness or
His third show focused on
Being conscious of keeping your training question, write Andrea in
childhood
health issues, includspine in proper alignment may take care of King Features Weekly Service,
some time and a lot of work.
ing
the
increasing
prevalence of
P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853Use the following tips to help 6475.
obesity in youngsters in the age
improve your posture:
of junk food nation. His guest for
• Keep all of your muscles strong,
that show was Kid’s Fun & Fit© 2007 King Features Synd., Inc.
flexible and in balance. Strong

Fitness

Q:

A:

ness Center proprietor Kathy St.
Myer.
As we visited with Randy as he
prepared to tape his fourth show,
he was joined by guests, OB-GYN
Dr. Colin Berry and six-month
pregnant teacher Jill AthertonMellish.
Berry and Atherton-Mellish
discussed the benefits of maintaining a healthy regimen during
pregnancy.
Wray believes Fit Talk may the
only radio show nationwide to
exclusively focus on fitness issues
and hopes to parlay that format
into a regionally syndicated live
format that would allow call-in
questions from listeners.
“We are projecting syndication
by the late fall and people will
be able to call into the show at
that time with a 1 800 FIT-TALK

number … We have a strategic
marketing plan that will shoot
this thing straight out to the West
Coast from the East,” Wray says.
Wray’s fitness steamroller is
gaining steam he believes. He was
recently contacted by a national
fitness publication that want to
feature the show in a story.
“Personal Fitness Professional
Magazine is a nationwide publication. Anybody who’s anybody
in the business of fitness subscribes to it,” Wray says of step
toward national recognition.
“We’re sending them an e-media kit because the editor contacted us and want to put us in a
story. So, Front Royal will be well
known in the industry.”

Need the perfect
DJ or Karaoke Host
for your Wedding or
Private Party?
Call Rebecca at
(540) 683-6311
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“The last time the town took legal action to tear down a dilapidated building it took over a year for a resolution. And when it finally came before the court the judge decided it did not need to be torn down.” – Front
Royal Town staff

Town

Town ponders clean ‘sweep’ beginning – where?
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

Which of its ordinances regarding the upkeep and appearance
of property to enforce and how
best to enforce them were topics of lengthy consideration at an
Oct. 1 Front Royal Town Council
work session.
Council’s attention was re-focused on the topic several months
ago following both a survey on
citizen priorities and unsuccessful attempts to reach Michael
Barros, the Northern Virginia
owner of the Afton Inn, regarding his plans for the long vacant,
historic and deteriorating structure at the intersection of Main
St. and Royal Ave.
The fact the Afton Inn is in virtual “spitting” distance of Town
Hall is on ongoing reminder to
council of a long town tradition
of failure in trying to bring owners of so-called blighted properties to heel.
“The last time the town took
legal action to tear down a di-

lapidated building it took over a
year for a resolution. And when it
finally came before the court the
judge decided it did not need to
be torn down,” staff pointed out
of a famous legal battle with the
late Ronnie Gilliam over a building in far worse shape than the
Afton Inn.
Perceived public mandate in
hand, chief among council’s current concerns is where to start,
how to succeed, and how not to
appear as if they are arbitrarily
targeting anyone in particular.
Toward that end, Deputy Town
Manager for Planning Nimet
Soliman gave council a power
point presentation on town code
enforcement programs and their
relative merits and drawbacks.
Those programs revolve around
complaints made by citizens;
scheduled staff sweeps through
designated areas, and Targeted
Code Enforcement.
Complications among those
techniques include a reluctance
of citizens to report nearby
neighbor’s violations, staff man-

hours and the time frame for seeing results, and the dreaded arbitrary enforcement.
Brooks observed that the few
and most visible eyesores in the
community probably account for
the bulk of complaints the town
gets.
“If you deal with the highly visible 10 percent, you will probably
take care of 90 percent of the
complaints,” Brooks said.
Brooks recommended involving the public through meetings
or public hearings in an attempt
to build a consensus for whatever
path council chose, “so it doesn’t
seem like five or six people saying
this is what we’re doing.”
Eileen Grady disagreed. “I’m
not sure I want the public choosing which codes are enforced. I
think the public has made it clear
they want the town cleaned up
and I’m ready to move on,” she
said in agreeing on a multi-faceted approach.
Concerning debate on which

code violations and enforcement
techniques to begin with, Brooks
observed, “Everything is picking
and choosing in some way.” He
pointed out the town has been
selective in enforcing codes in
the past.
“Our existing codes say you are
not supposed to put merchandise outside a store … it doesn’t
bother people but it’s in our code.
Some of our codes are just old,”
he concluded.
Grady suggested updating town
codes and then sending staff out
to enforce what remains, taking
at least part of pick and choose
out of the process.
“Could we use another word
that sweep? I’m sorry but it re-
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minds of me of Nazis moving
through neighborhoods gathering people up,” Bret Hrbek said
of a potential public relations
dilemma on enforcement option
two.

R-MA Golf
Tournament
From a release:
On Friday, October 19th,
Randolph-Macon Academy will
hold its Fifth Annual President’s
Golf Tournament at Shenandoah Valley Golf Club. This event
is open to the public. Registration for the event can be completed online at www.rma.edu,
or by calling Wesley Huff in the
Development Department at
540-636-5343. Proceeds from
this event will support academic programs at the Academy.

The People Speak Launches Global Debate Series
Initiative Asks High School Students to Debate How Best to Reduce Global Carbon Emissions

DREAMING UP THE IDEAL
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Preparing for retirement means taking a long-term
perspective. We recommend buying quality investments
and holding them because we believe that’s the soundest
way we can help you work toward your goals.
At Edward Jones, we spend time getting to know your
retirement goals so we can help you reach them. To
learn more about why Edward Jones makes sense for
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Member SIPC

From a release:
The People Speak (TPS)—an
educational campaign to engage the world’s youth on global
issues—announced today the
launch of its Global Debate Series. The series will challenge
U.S. and international high
school students to debate two
controversial issues: climate
change and water. The first debates will take place from October 12-22, 2007 and will focus on
issues related to the reduction of
global carbon emissions.
“We are excited to launch the
Global Debate Series to engage
young people in a discussion
about global affairs,” said Victoria Baxter, Executive Director
of The People Speak. “This initiative provides students with a
unique opportunity to connect
with their peers worldwide to
share different perspectives and

creative arguments about current hot topics.”
The Global Debates Series
launches on October 8th, 2007
with a debate at Randolph-Macon Academy, in Front Royal,
Virginia. Moderated by President of Randolph-Macon Academy, Major General Henry M.
Hobgood, USAF Ret., the debate
will be followed by a video Q&A
session that will be posted at
www.ThePeopleSpeak.org. The
event starts at 7:00 pm EST, is
open to the public, and is expected to draw a crowd of over
150 people, including community leaders and the RandolphMacon Academy Honor Society.
“We are pleased to have our
students involved in debates
which will not only be taking
place in our classrooms, but
also between Presidential candidates, in the halls of Congress,

and at international organizations like the United Nations.
The Global Debate series helps
cultivate critical thinking on real
world subjects, and provides our
students with an extraordinary
learning experience in global affairs,” said Major General Hobgood of Randolph-Macon Academy.
Round two of the Global Debate Series, from March 14-24,
2008, will focus on the question
of whether water should be considered national property.
All participating schools are
eligible to compete to win an
all expenses paid trip to the UN
Foundation Youth Leadership
Summit. The Summit will be
held at the United Nations in
New York in July 2008. It will
bring together student activists
to learn more about the issues,
tour the United Nations headquarters, and meet with UN officials.
For blog entries, videos, and
commentary about the Global
Debate Series visit www.ThePeopleSpeak.org
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“I agree with Ms. Greenfield, you have a state of the art facility [planned] and I use it myself. But that level
of success is what concerns me … I’m afraid that same level of success at this site would exacerbate the traffic situation that exists there now.” – Ron Llewellyn

Business

Not enough room for two car washes in retail northside?
Property owner points to changing circumstances, questions double standard
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Past restrictions versus present
circumstances on potential commercial uses of a two-acre northside parcel was at issue during a
September 18 Public Hearing of
the Warren County Board of Supervisors.
The property near the entrance
to the Riverton Commons Shopping Center was limited to six
potential uses by the supervisors
two years ago when former property owner Hemant Patel sought
a rezoning to Commercial from
Agricultural. At the time Patel
was planning development of the
property as a hotel site. However,
he sought conditions allowing
other uses in case the hotel plan
fell through.
That rezoning was approved
but potential uses were limited
to hotel/motel, office, restaurant,
general retail or wholesale, convenience store or personal services such as barbershop, laundry or financial. Patel’s attempt
to include an automotive-related
business at that time was denied
by the board. Among the reasons
cited for that denial were potential impacts of a high-volume
commercial business on an adjacent church.
However, during the September
Public Hearing current property
owner Gillian Greenfield pointed
out that a lot has changed in the
area in the two years since the
board limited uses of the property. Chief among those changes is
the development of some 70 adjacent acres into a 500,000-plus s.f.
under roof retail shopping center anchored by a Wal-Mart and
Lowe’s. A second shopping center on about 35 acres, anchored
by Target, has already opened directly across U.S. 340 – so much
for low-impact commercial uses
in the area.
Greenfield was seeking an
amendment to the existing proffered uses of the property to allow
a Diamond Auto Spa car wash to
be established there.
Four people spoke at the Public
Hearing, two, including Greenfield, in support and two against

the requested change.
Jerry Brown said he spoke for
the congregation at nearby Hope
Free Will Baptist Church. Brown
said the church membership had
come to an agreement on noise
suppression equipment and an
access road right of way with
Greenfield and the car wash owners and supported the requested
change.
Those speaking against the request included Larry Andrews.
Andrews said he had represented
the church in the past when it
was considering sale of the property in question. Andrews asked
whether allowing such a change
now after limiting uses, and consequently the property’s value in
the past, was fair.
“It’s nothing against Diamond
Car Wash,” Andrews said. “But
there were certain restrictions on
uses when the church went to sell
the property which restricted it
monetary wise. We didn’t think
it was a multiple choice, so that
you could come back later. We
were restricted on the number of
uses.”
Competitive edge?
The chief critic of Greenfield’s
request, however, was Ken Colton.
Colton quoted at length from the
county’s February 2005 review
of Patel’s rezoning proposal, citing concerns about high-volume
uses and impacts on the nearby
church.
“I think we should stay the
course on this one,” Colton concluded.

However, Greenfield pointed
out that Colton had approached
her about putting his own car
wash on the property when she
was negotiating with business
owners. She said she had elected
to go with Diamond Auto Spa because of her familiarity with the
owners and their operation from
previous contacts.
“There was a comfort zone
there,” Greenfield, a Winchester
resident, said of an association
with Brock and Wendell Johnson,
owners of the Diamond Auto Spa
operation.
Since losing out on his bid to
access Greenfield’s property,
Colton, has developed a business
plan to relocate his former South
Street car wash to another parcel in the nearby northside retail
center.
3-2 defeat
While Board Chairman Richard Traczyk and Tony Carter
supported the amended uses requested by Greenfield, the board
voted 3-2 against the change.
Llewellyn said the same concerns he voiced two years ago
against high volume uses on the
property remained despite the
surrounding changes to high volume commercial uses throughout the northside corridor.
“I sympathize with the owner,
this is not a direct attack on you,”
Llewellyn said of his opposition.
“I agree with Ms. Greenfield,
you have a state of the art facility [planned] and I use it myself.
But that level of success is what

New Beginnings Community Greetings
“Introducing Your Business to
New Homeowners in our Community”

***

P.O. Box 1025
Front Royal, VA 22630
540 635-8660

concerns me. Often when I use
Diamond Auto Spa the traffic is
backed up into the road and I’m
afraid that same level of success
at this site would exacerbate the
traffic situation that exists there
now. And I think the property
next to the church needs a lower
traffic use.”
Archie Fox and Gray Blanton
joined Llewellyn to defeat the requested change in uses proffered
for the property by a 3-2 vote.
Following that vote, a subsequent
request for a conditional use permit for a car wash at the site was
defeated by a unanimous vote.
Following the meeting, Greenfield and the Johnson’s said they
would explore their legal options
before commenting further on
the denial. A week and a half later, Greenfield said it had yet to be
determined whether she would
challenge the board’s decision
or simply seek other uses for her
property.
Other business
Following a closed session, the
board announced the appointment of Lillian Sloan to a fouryear term on the Board of the
Department of Social Services.
Sloan replaces Richard Braatz,
who resigned several months
ago. The board also reappointed
Steve Sagar to another term on
the County Board of Zoning Appeals. Sagar’s new four-year term

expires Dec. 31, 2010.
The board also: formally authorized the issuance of two $7.875
million bonds to cover the school
board’s acquisition of short-term
loans of $15.75 million to facilitate the construction and renovation projects of the new Warren
County High School and Skyline
High School;
Passed an amendment to bring
the county’s dangerous and vicious dogs ordinance into compliance with state codes. The
changes will solely allow courts
to make a determination on such
animals. Animal control officers
will no longer be able to make
such determinations. Other
changes involve the posting of
surety bonds in lieu of insurance
on such animals, as well as local
and state registration and notice
of change of addresses where
such animals live;
Increased the maximum acreage upon which a home on tax
exempted land for the elderly and
disabled may lie from one to five
acres;
Adjusted Magisterial Districts
to coincide with the boundaries
and names of Election Districts;
Approved the dedication of
three small parcels totaling about
half an acre to the state to facilitate improvements to the interchange at I-66 and U.S. 340/522
at the Riverton Commons and
Crooked Run Shopping Centers.

Need the perfect
DJ or Karaoke Host
for your Wedding or
Private Party?
Call Rebecca at
(540) 683-6311
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“So, it’s still sort of unreal. There are some days when I feel like I’ve been here forever and then I’ll sit
here and think this is remarkable. The kids aren’t crowded together; they seem to be in a better mood …”
– WCHS Principal Ernestine Jordan

Schools

Students, faculty meet new facilities with ‘shock & awe’
Gridiron clash highlights a changing era in Warren County Public Schools
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

“I think the initial feeling was
shock and awe at the facilities
– and that was kind of permeating throughout the staff and
students,” Skyline High School
Principal Andrew Keller said of
the opening days of the 2007 fall
semester. “I mean look at this
facility – it’s unbelievable. The
amenities are incredible. And in
talking to a lot of kids it’s just set
a heightened level of just being
positive and of ownership, the
upperclassmen especially. I’ve
seen upperclassmen telling kids
to pick up a piece of paper, that
kind of thing. So, they’ve taken
a lot of ownership upon themselves.”
The visual impact of Skyline,
built from the ground up and
designed to bear a striking physical resemblance to the old Warren County High School, has
garnered much of the attention
surrounding the beginning of the
new era of secondary public education in Warren County.
However, in her first year as
principal of the new WCHS after
23 years as a teacher and admin-

istrator at the old Luray Avenue
high school, Ernestine Jordan
says there is enough excitement
to go around the hallways of both
of the community’s new state of
the high schools.
“We recognize that, and it does,”
Jordan said of Skyline’s design
similarities to her old school. “So,
it’s alright if Skyline gets some attention but we’re doing just fine
here too,” she added as the third
week of school neared an end.
“You know, Mr. Keller may have
as spectacular a view as I have
from this window but it can’t be
any better – there is no way possible,” Jordan said as she gazed
out of her office at the rolling
hills beyond Westminster Drive.
“I look out here and it’s remarkable. And then knowing that if I
was out there looking back at this
school I would be so amazed at
what I was seeing.
“I went to our cross country
meet yesterday and I didn’t realize it but it was the first time in
30 years that we could host cross
country right at our own facility. And as I looked out, again, it
was just remarkable,” Jordan said
of her school and its campus.
“So, I guess in many ways I’m

still in awe. I look out any door
and its beautiful. I look down the
hallways and things are just immaculate. And of course when
you walk into that auditorium – I
still feel like someone is going to
come and tell me, ‘You’re not supposed to be here, you’ve got to get
out.’ So there is still that sense of
awe, even now,” Jordan said. “And
I have noticed that our older students, especially our juniors and
seniors, seem very appreciative of
what they have here. The younger
ones don’t see it as much because
they’ve been here through the
construction and they never experienced the old school.
“Someone asked the other day
where students were parking
and I looked at them and said,
‘Anywhere they want to,’ Jordan
laughed. “We used to spend half a
day dealing with parking but now
everybody has a place to park on
site and no neighbors are calling
about kids parking where they
shouldn’t. So, it’s still sort of unreal. There are some days when I
feel like I’ve been here forever and
then I’ll sit here and think this is
truly remarkable. The kids aren’t
crowded together; they seem to
be in a better mood. There’s even

Open Auditions for Wayside Theatre Christmas production of “It’s A
Wonderful Life: A Live Radio Show” and “Romeo and Juliet”
From a release:
Wayside Theatre Artistic
Director, Warner Crocker announced today the Open Call
Audition for the Christmas production for Wayside Theatre’s
2007 Holiday Season and the
winter 2008 Emerging Artists In
Action Shakespeare production,
“It’s A Wonderful Life – A Live
Radio Show” and “Romeo and
Juliet,” respectively.
“It’s A Wonderful Live: A
Live Radio Show” is a faithful stage adaptation based on
Frank Capra’s joyful and life-affirming holiday film; performed
as a live 1940’s radio show with
music, advertisements and Foley sound effects. Shakespeare’
star-crossed lovers, “Romeo and
Juliet” will be a mixture of adults
and youth, especially the leads
and other teen companions will

be performed by 13-18 aged
youth. Auditions are scheduled
for Saturday, Sunday and Monday, October 27, 28 and 29, 2007
for adults and young adults.
The auditions to be held at
Wayside Theatre’s Curtain Call
Café, 7853 Main Street, Middletown, VA on Saturday, October
27, 11:00 AM – 4:00 PM, Sunday,
October 28, 1:00 AM - 5:00 PM
and Monday, October 29 from
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM. Those persons interested in trying-out for
the play need to call (540) 8691776 to schedule a time slot.
Adults need to prepare a two
(2) 30 -60 contrasting monologues and bring their headshot
and resume. Teens need to read
or recite a monologue, poem or
story 30 to 60 seconds long and
read a Shakespeare monologue
from “Romeo and Juliet”.
Mr. Crocker said, “Equity and

non-equity are invited to audition during the open call auditions. We are looking for Adults
ages range from early and mid
20’s to mid 60’s, for ensemble
parts, for a person plays many
parts in a radio show production. Youth ages, we need boys
and girls from age 13 to 18 years
old to complete the Shakespearean cast.”
Rehearsals will begin on Tuesday, November 6, for the holiday
production will run from November 24 through December
23, 2007. Shakespeare’s “Romeo
and Juliet” rehearsals will begin
in mid January, 2008.
For more information, visit our
website HYPERLINK “http://
www.waysidetheatre.org” www.
waysidetheatre.org or please call
(540) 869-1776 to schedule an
audition.

a difference in the noise levels,
probably because of the layout
and materials used in the building. So, there’s still a lot happening and we’re tweaking some
things. And we don’t want to get
too complacent thinking about
how wonderful everything is, so
we’re keeping our feet planted
firmly on the ground because we
do have a job to do.”
Game time

“I guess the big things we’ve
had as far as what the community
sees are the football games,” Keller
observed. “The R-MA game here
was a first in many ways and I
thought it went off very well. And
then of course the second game
over at Warren County, I thought
was an electric atmosphere. I
thought both teams played really
well, I don’t think the score was
indicative of how well Warren
County played.”
Former WCHS Athletic Director Buck Smith agreed. The former “Maroon Maniac,” as Smith
was known as Wildcat AD, has
taken on a new administrative
role as the school system’s first
“Activities Director,” primarily
overseeing athletics at both high
schools and the middle school.
Asked what color combination
he was wearing these days, Smith
laughed, “I don’t know, right now
I’m just a loyal supporter of all
the schools.”
Smith said the inaugural WCSkyline football game exceeded
his expectations on a variety of
levels.
“We expected a real good turnout, we expected to have nice facilities to serve the community,
the whole nine yards. But it went
farther than that. I mean the tremendous crowd that we had that
night, tremendous support and
people on both sides handled
themselves really well.
“There was a lot of pride on the
line for a lot of the players and
the kids did handle that well. I
thought both teams played four
quarters hard regardless of the
score. I thought both teams put a
tremendous amount of effort out
there and a lot of kids got to get in
that ballgame and play. And Warren is obviously the younger team

and Skyline is more experienced
but that will equal out in the long
run.” Smith predicted.
Pride & community
“I think coming into the stadium that night and hearing the rumors of where traffic was backed
up to told us a lot,” Smith said of
the excitement surrounding the
Sept. 7 Wildcats-Hawks gridiron
clash. “And once you got in there
that atmosphere, the community
really came out and supported
us. We knew they would but they
exceeded our expectations.”
Smith said patience, rather
than annoyance was the standard
of behavior despite the traffic jam
and consequent people jam entering the Wildcat’s stadium.
“They were patient with the
traffic, they were patient in the
ticket lines … I think everybody
was excited just to be a part of the
first major event – and they were
curious. I talked to people who
said, ‘I haven’t been to a game in
10 years or 20 years.’ Then there
were those who never miss a
game. There were people from
other communities who came
over and said, ‘Hey, I just want to
see this.’ It was exciting and concession-wise, we sold everything
out, apparel, everything.”
Smith was struck by one thing
other than the level of support
and concession revenue.
“One great thing about it was
that it went so smooth. It was a
very well run event and people
seemed to just embrace the concept of two high schools. So, that
event itself and the way things
have happened thus far, not only
at the football game, but at golf,
cross country, various sports
– its like it’s always been like this.
Maybe it’s the honeymoon period of the whole process, I’m not
quite sure. But I think if we in positions to work with the coaches
and work with the kids continue
to stress that this needs to be a
healthy rivalry, then it can be like
this for years to come.”
Dedications
School Board Chairman Jim
Wells said the excitement and
success associated with that first
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Nature
cross-town football rivalry game
carried over to the following day’s
dedication ceremonies.
“In general it was really a good
week, and then there was that
tremendous crowd, tremendous
atmosphere and just an excellent attitude on the part of the
students and the community towards that game. So, Saturday
morning turned out probably
even more satisfying,” Wells said
of the official dedications of both
schools on Sept. 8, the 67th anniversary of the dedication of the
old Warren County High School.
“The dedications and open houses
allowed a lot of the community’s
folks who have been supporters
of the school construction and
supporters of the old school for
many years to come and be with
us for the ceremony and then see
the completed result of that support.”
Wells noted that among the former school board members present for the dedication ceremonies
was Dr. John Oliver.
Oliver was school board chairman when the school system was
poised to build a new high school
at the Westminster Drive site before the threat of litigation by a
county board of supervisors’ majority elected on a no-new high

ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Someone has some suggestions to
offer regarding your new project. You
might find them helpful. Remember to
avoid speculation and to stick with just
the facts, Lamb.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) An
old friend suddenly reappears.
Whether this proves to be a boon or a
bane in the Bovine’s life depends on
the reason for this surprising reappearance. Be cautious.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Vital
information finally emerges, allowing
you to make that important personal
decision. You can now move your
focus to an upcoming professional
development.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) You
might not like seeing so many on-thejob changes. But some of them could
open new opportunities for the Moon
Child’s talents to shine to your best
advantage.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) An
apparently solid-gold opportunity
beckons the Lion. But check to see if
all that dazzle isn’t just a sprinkling of
surface glitter. Check it out before
making a commitment.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) A close friend could offer advice
on how to handle a difficult family
matter. But in the end, the decision has
to be made based on what is best for

Invasion of the Stink Bugs

school platform altered those
plans. It is a commonly held belief
the Oliver-led school board dealt
with the political hand they were
dealt in the mid-1990s by having the junior high facility built
in a manner that would eventually lend itself to expansion into
a high school during a friendlier
political and economic climate.
One political figure and WCHS
graduate on hand for the dedication ceremonies was former
Front Royal mayor and 10th District state Del. Clay Athey. Athey
said he was proud to see the community embrace its new schools.
“I am gratified and humbled to
have been a member of the generation that saw us build two
new high schools. My wife and I,
as graduates of Warren County
High School, love our old school
and are very nostalgic for that
past. But after walking into those
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marmorated stink bug. Considered an exotic bug, the brown
marmorated stink bug arrived
in the U.S. in Allentown, PA in
1996, possibly in packing crates
from Asia.
It is a1-7,
significant
October
2007 agricultural pest in Japan where
it attacks soybeans and various
tree crops. The host list in the
U.S. includes butterfly bushes,
beans, honeysuckle, grape and
raspberries.
Agricultural chemicals can
control stink bugs, however,
Penn State Extension cautions
against using pesticides in the
house as they are poisonous
and they will not stop more
stink bugs from entering your
structure. “Typically, stink bugs
will emerge from cracks under
or behind baseboards, around
windows and door trim, and
around exhaust fans or lights in
ceilings.” Rather, Penn State recommends mechanical exclusion.
That means sealing every nook
and cranny you can find - cracks
around windows, doors, siding,
utility pipes, behind chimneys,
underneath the wood fascia with good quality silicone or silicone-latex caulk.
The stink bug has no known effective natural enemies. However
because the brown marmorated
stink bug feeds first on common
landscape ornamentals, homeowners are likely to be the first
to spot new infestations.

Home and Garden

do not want a repeat of last year
when I had to wash every linen
in the closet because a stink bug
died in there.
Can you imagine the kids just
wouldn’t accept that the smell
was like an air freshener.
Investigating stink bugs I learn
that there are at least seven kinds
of stink bugs in the U.S. and that
they are an agricultural pest,
feeding on the leaves, flowers,
fruits and stems of many plant
species. They over-winter in garden debris and protected areas
and in the spring lay their eggs
on plant leaves. They are known
by farmers and extension agents
in Iowa, Georgia and Florida.
Most unfortunately, we appear
to have an invasion of the brown
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“Home-grown tomatoes, home-grown tomatoes; What
would life be like without home-grown tomatoes; Only two
things that money can’t buy; That’s true love and homegrown tomatoes.” - John Denver, “Home Grown Tomatoes”

Leslie Fiddler

Confession of a Warren County ‘Foodie’
Grazing in my mother’s garden
By Leslie Fiddler
Warren County Report

Home-grown tomatoes, homegrown tomatoes
What would life be like without
home-grown tomatoes
Only two things that money can’t
buy
That’s true love and home-grown
tomatoes
- John Denver, “Home Grown Tomatoes”
I love garden fresh food, especially homegrown peas, tomatoes
and raspberries. One of my earliest memories is of standing in
the dirt between the rows in my
mother’s garden eating freshly
picked peas. Whatever Mom
didn’t grow or pick she bought
from a Chinese market gardener
who carted his goods door to
door in an old Ford pick up truck
modified to display his large woven baskets of produce.
My parents’ garden was situated where a barn had been. My
dad was the King of Compost. He
designed a multiple bin rotting
system and eventually supplied
three households with compost.
The soil was rich and the rain
plentiful.
The day we buried Mom, my
parents’ yard looked like a park
in the full bloom of spring.

She died of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, a leading cause of death
among farmers, linked to pesticide use. She supposed that she’d
developed cancer in the ‘60’s
when she was a chemical gardener. Maybe. Or was it connected
to her use of black hair dye and
the hours of laughter she shared
with my godmother during kitchen dying sessions? I don’t know.
But I do know that pesticide
residues, including estrogen-like
compounds, are retained in fat,
thus I try to ensure that my family eats organic fats and value
organic dairy and meat over organic produce. If given a choice
between long-haul organic and
locally-grown commercial produce, I’ll choose the local product.

cal growers couldn’t be found for
2007, Better Thymes contracted
an organic grow-op from Pennsylvania. Warren County is home
to one of the country’s largest
organic apple orchards but it
doesn’t sell to the public.
Increasingly local meat is coming available. Folks are raising
naturally and organically fed beef
cattle and now we have “Two Fat
Butchers” on South Street offering their excellent sausage and
beef jerky.
Still, I wish it was easier to find
an abundant supply of local produce. Oh I have a garden and am
landscaping with perennial fruits,
but it’s an ongoing engagement
with critters, drought and time.

Eating locally in WC

Waterpenny Farm, a 10-acre
Rappahannock County CSA and
organic market in operation since
2000, offers an interesting model
for people who want to keep their
land fertile and active. Landowner Cliff Miller wanted to put some
land in production and eventually contacted Rachel Bynum and
Eric Plaksin, a young couple who
had interned at Wheatland Farms
near Purcellville. They were looking for a farm and increasingly
realized that the price of land was
beyond their means.
The initial agreement between
Miller, Bynum and Plaksin gave
value to the young farmers’ time
and work and minimized the
amount of capital needed, allowing Bynum and Plaksin to put
their resources toward establishing the farm and business. Over
time the agreement has evolved
to the point that the farmers own
three buildings (two houses and
a barn) and have a 40-year lease
for the land, with provisions for
their departure or if a change of
ownership. They are developing
equity in the buildings and land
improvements. Details of this arrangement are available on “The
New Farm” website, copyrighted
by the Rodale Institute.
Well much to my surprise I
told this story to an acquaintance
when she told me that she was
doing the same thing! She was

I stopped at the renowned
Marshall IGA last month and was
awestruck at the wide selection
of vegetables, greens, fruit, meat
and cheeses produced in Fauquier County. Warren County is yet
to develop a similar cornucopia
of supply but the situation is improving.
In 2002 and 2003 Linden-based
Piedmont Organics operated a
CSA. CSA is the acronym for
“community supported agriculture,” an arrangement
in
which
people
buy shares of a
planned
crop,
guaranteeing
income for the
farmer and sharing risk while receiving a regular
share of the crop.
Front
Royal’s
Downtown Business
Association sponsored a
Farmers’ Market
in 2003 and 2004.
Better Thymes
offers local eggs
and organic produce, the latter
grown in our region in 2005 and
2006. When lo-

A New Look at Tenant Farming

delighted because her land was
regaining its fertility under the
stewardship of a young farmer,
following the ways she’d known
since she was a young woman,
and she was planning to help him
market his goods.
Hey! Is there something going
on here? Are we seeing a way for
landowners to ensure that their
land stays working land while
tenant farmers build equity?
Buy Fresh, Buy Local
Local foodies can get information from the Virginia Department of Agriculture’s “Virginia
Grown: Guide to Pick-Your-Own
and Select-Your-Own Farm Produce” available at the Visitors’
Center or online at www.vdacs.
virginia.gov.
Foodroutes is taking it further
by sponsoring a national “Buy
Fresh, Buy Local” campaign and
publishing, in select areas, an
expanded guide of area farms,
farmers’ markets, CSA’s, u-picks,
restaurants and grocers. Charlottesville is the closest market
with a “Buy Fresh, Buy Local”
campaign. Foodroutes promises,
“You’ll get exceptional taste and
freshness, strengthen your local
economy, support endangered
family farms, safeguard your
family’s health, and protect the
environment.”
2007 Farm Bill

Given the cycles of Congress
this is a year to pass an updated
Farm Bill. Why should we care?
Well, how do you want your
money spent? According to the
Congressional Research Service,
84 percent of federal commodity support spending goes to the
production of five crops: corn,
cotton, wheat, rice, and soybeans.
Half of that money goes to the
seven states that produce most of
those commodities. The richest
ten percent of farm-subsidy recipients, many of whom are corporations and absentee landowners, take in more than two-thirds
of those payments. Corn receives
the highest subsidies, $6 billion
in 2006.
The Community Food Security
Coalition is lobbying the federal
government, seeking federal re-

sources to foster communitybased alternatives to the global
food system. They want funding
for Community Food Projects
(CFP) in the 2007 Farm Bill, projects like developing markets for
local food; helping family farms,
improving the ability of schools
and other institutions to buy local and helping the WIC and
Food Stamp programs to promote healthy foods.
CFP did not receive mandatory
money in the House version of
the Farm Bill - which split along
party lines - and continues to favor agri-business at the expense
of family farms and local food systems. The Senate Bill is expected
to be processed very soon.
Interesting reading
Eating locally for global change
has become a hot topic. Books
that demonstrate the reality of
eating locally include “Plenty:
One Man, One Woman, and a
Raucous Year of Eating Locally”
by Alisa Smith and J.B. Mackinnon and “Animal, Vegetable,
Miracle: A Year of Food Life” by
Barbara Kingsolver; “The Omnivore’s Dilemma” by Michael Pullan connects the food choices we
make to the health of the planet,
following our food chains (industrial food, organic or alternative
food, and foraged food) from
source to table.
For information about the
Farm Food Bill try “Food Fight:
The Citizen’s Guide to a Food and
Farm Bill” by Daniel Imhoff. For
a look at the way agriculture has
affected human systems of development read Richard Manning’s
“Against the Grain: How Agriculture Has Hijacked Civilization.”
Every dollar is a vote
Would you rather buy apples
grown in China or the Shenandoah Valley? Ask your retailer
to carry local food. Support your
local farmer. Turn your children
on to real food and watch them
gobble up their vegetables.
Contact Senators Warner (202224-2023) and Webb (202-2244024) and urge them to support
Community Food Projects $30
million request in the 2007 Farm
Bill.
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Shenandoah National Park Celebrates Wilderness
From a release:

Shenandoah National Park
will honor America’s wilderness
heritage during its 7th annual
Wilderness Weekend, October
20 - 21, 2007. This year commemorates the 31st anniversary
of Shenandoah’s wilderness designation. Celebrate wilderness
by viewing Shenandoah’s wilderness from Skyline Drive, hiking a
wilderness trail, joining a ranger
program, or visiting a visitor center.
Wilderness Weekend is a partnership between Shenandoah
National Park and the Potomac
Appalachian Trail Club (PATC).
PATC volunteers will be at several overlooks along Skyline
Drive to share information about
Shenandoah’s wilderness with
visitors enjoying the park’s fall foliage.
Two special events will take

place at Byrd Visitor Center,
milepost 51 on Skyline Drive. The
first event will be a traditional
tool display and demonstration
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. each
day. Shenandoah National Park
Trail Crews and PATC volunteers
will share their expertise in the
traditional tools used to maintain
trails in wilderness. Visitors will
be able to try their hands at using
these tools and gain insight on
the important role trail maintenance plays in protecting wilderness for future generations. The
second event will be 30-minute
ranger programs held at 11:00
am and 1:00 pm each day. These
programs will explore the history
and values of Shenandoah’s wilderness.
Visitors are encouraged to
stop by park visitor centers for
more opportunities to learn
about Shenandoah’s wilderness
through exhibits and films. The

new highly interactive exhibit at
Byrd Visitor Center, “Within a
Day’s Drive of Millions,” tells the
story of Shenandoah’s establishment including the significance
of wilderness designation. Visitors can explore the history and
meaning of wilderness through
a computer touch screen exhibit, “The Spirit of Wilderness.” A
newly released film narrated by
Christopher Reeves, American
Values: American Wilderness,
will be available for viewing on
request.
Shenandoah’s wilderness was
designated by Congress in October 1976. Forty percent of the
park, almost 80,000 acres, is wilderness and represents one of
the largest wilderness areas in
the eastern United States. Areas
preserved as wilderness provide
sanctuaries for human recreation, habitat for wildlife, sites
for research, and reservoirs for

clean, free-flowing water Wilderness areas have been designated
on public land across the United
States. Today more than 106 million acres of public land are protected in the National Wilderness
Preservation System.
For more information on
Wilderness Weekend, contact

Shenandoah National Park’s Education Office at 540-999-3489.
For more information about
Shenandoah National Park and
wilderness, visit the park’s website at www.nps.gov/shen. Byrd
Visitor Center lies within the park
at milepost 51 on Skyline Drive.

Simply Cedar Log Homes
(local dealer for Katahdin Cedar Log Homes)

As simple as ABC. Affordable – Beautiful - Comfortable
If you’d like more information, contact us @
(540) 636-8400 or simplycedarlogs@aol.com

Glory Road Singers guitar player Howard Johnson (middle) enjoys some fresh
brewed iced tea while South River District Board of Supervisors candidate Bill
Barnett (left) laughs it up with former Technology Consortium colleague Steve
Silverman of Harmony Hollow at Barnett’s campaign kickoff.

This full-color ad will be read by about 15,000 people
in Front Royal and Warren County. It costs $18.76. Give
your business the boost it needs with an ad in Warren
County’s most popular newspaper by calling Holly: 540683-1078, Matt: 540-336-3981 or Melissa: 540-671-1319.
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Opinion
Editor:
The last issue of the WCR reprinted a column by Dr. Donohue. D.G. wrote in that they had
been give 4 meds to “strengthen”
the heart, Toprol, Quinapril, Spiralactone (a diuretic) and Vytorin
(for cholesterol). Now D.G. is developing diabetes and wonders if
these meds were responsible. Dr.
Donohue admitted that Toprol
sometimes causes diabetes but
only for a few people. If the patient “controls” his blood sugar
and his heart failure, his future is
“bright”. No advice was given on
how to do this.
Disclaimer: I am not a doctor. I am an engineer but I have
learned a few things just trying to
stay alive.
Some years ago, I started to become diabetic. My wife started
me on fish oil and a better diet.
This reversed the Insulin Resistance. The food industry have
eliminated certain fats (cis fatty
acids) from our diets because
they are fragile and have a short

shelf life. Unfortunately, eating
trans fatty acids (TFAs) rather
than cis fattt acids leads to insulin resistance, weight gain, and
eventually diabetes. Obesity is an
American epidemic. A deficiency of Omega 3 oils is one obvious
possible cause.
Flax oil has Omega 3 precursors but apparently some people
(including myelf ) can’t assimilate
them. If you do take flax seed,
buy it whole, keep it in the freezer, and use it in a smoothie (blend
it in a drink just before eating).
The patient above (D.G.) was
on Vytorin. This prevents the
body from making CoQ10. Lack
of CoQ10 can cause Congestive
Heart Failure. I have found that
supplementing with Vitamin C,
CoQ10, L-Carnitine, and D-Ribose support the heart and are
preferable (at least for me) to a
diuretic. Taking these supplements would be a lot safer than
all those meds. Probably cheaper
too. I highly recommend the
book by Sinatra (below).
I wouldn’t expect anyone to

take medical advice from an engineer. I will, however, recommend a few information sources
(written by doctors) for anyone
who is interested in their health.
Sometimes it pays to learn a little
yourself.
Heart Disease: Sinatra, Stephen,
Reversing Heart Disease Now
Diabetes:
Whitaker, Julian
Reversing Diabetes
Diabetes:
Google “Syndrome
X” and you will find quite a bit of
info.
Steve Silverman
Front Royal

Your comments are always
welcome and will be considered
for publication. E-mail editor@
warrencountyreport.com

Important Issue Weighs
Down Americans
It’s become of those times in your
life when you’ll always remember
what you were doing and where you
were when you first heard the news:
Britney Spears looked fat while performing in bikini underwear on MTV.
Surfing through various Web sites, I
noticed story after story with words
like “fat” and “lard” and “paunch.”
The tone of the articles suggested
MTV might have been better served
opening its show with a performance
by Marjorie the Grossly Overweight
Manatee — except, of course, the
manatee would have been a better
dancer.
How bad was it?
According to one story, “Britney
performed like she was sloshing
blindfolded through mud at MTV’s
Video Music Awards.”
That article — with the headline
“Was Media Unfair to Call Britney
Fat?” — was actually defending Britney.
But here are some other significant
assessments you may have missed:
• Pope Benedict XVI called Britney’s performance “shameful,” drawing particular attention to her “poorly
toned abs.”
“If this is the caliber of entertainment to be expected at the VMAs,” the
pontiff said in a prepared statement,
“you better believe that next year I
won’t be watching.”
• Speaking before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Gen.
David Petreaus, U.S. commander in
Iraq, said, “Britney’s appearance at
the Video Music Awards program was
clearly a step backward for our troops.
In addition, if Spears is unable to
bring stability to her lip synching performances, then we will be forced to
begin drawing troops out of the bases
around the world out of sheer embarrassment.”

• Newt Gingrich, the former Speaker
of the House, added his usual historical perspective, citing Britney’s
appearance as the “most significant
event to rock the Western World since
the Black Death,” which during the
14th century is believed to have killed
as much as two thirds of the population of Europe.
Health experts, however, were more
optimistic, saying the body count
from Britney’s performance is expected to be “far lower.”
• Fred Thompson, the candidate for
president that people were more excited about before he became a candidate, announced that as district attorney Arthur Branch, the character he
played on TV’s “Law & Order,” he
would “personally” investigate Britney’s VMA appearance.
(His aides later corrected that statement, saying that Mr. Thompson
“almost never” confuses his political
and acting roles and that he would be
appointing “the CIA, the FBI or whoever” to do the investigation.)
• Rudy Giuliani, speaking before a
crowd of supporters, vowed that if
Britney were to schedule a performance at next year’s awards show, he
would launch a pre-emptive strike to
“blow the MTV studio to smithereens
— otherwise the terrorists will have
won.” (He declined afterward, however, to explain what “smithereens”
were.)
Americans now face two burning
questions that may or may not be
addressed in next year’s election: 1)
Can Britney rediscover her once-fabulous abs and revive her failing
career? and 2) Will Americans ever
regain their sanity?
Write to Don Flood in care of King
Features Weekly Service, P.O. Box
536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475, or
send e-mails to dflood287@comcast.net.
© 2007 King Features Synd., Inc.

ADVERTISE FOR LESS!
Call (540) 636-1014

The Glory Road Singers have been performing country gospel for five years. Pictured at an Open House for South River District Board of Supervisors candidate
Bill Barnett are (from left) Brad Pedersen, Richard Wines, Max Largent, Delcie
Hammen, Bob Souder and Howard Johnson (just like the hotel :-)

This full-color ad will be read by about 15,000 people in Front Royal and Warren County.
It costs as little as $28.14 for a one-time insertion or $18.75 per issue with an annual contract. Give your business the boost it needs with an ad in Warren County’s most popular
newspaper by calling Holly at (540) 683-1078 or Matt at (540) 336-3981.
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Let ‘em know you saw it here
Gilliam Lumber Company

TOP QUALITY
BUILDERS, LLC

Your Hometown Lumber Company Since 1937
515 Commerce Ave. • Front Royal

540-635-2101

Hours: Weekdays 6:00am-6:00pm
		
Saturday 6:00am-5:00pm
		
Sunday 9:00am-4:00pm

“You Dream It... We’ll Build It”
***Kitchen Specials***
* Basements * Bathrooms * Decks *
* Porches * Garages * Windows * Doors *
* Siding * Trim * Drywall * Painting *
* Additions * General Repairs * Pole Barns *
* Residential & Commercial * Licensed & Insured *
* 50 + Years of Experience *

4 - 4.5% Full Service Listings
Cash Back to Buyers Up to 1%

CALL FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

540-743-2942

Jimmy Duncan
Associate Broker

Free Moving Truck
• Free Price Analysis
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Direct
Line: (540)
635-9500
E-mail: jimmyduncan@mris.com
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Jimmy Duncan
Jimmy Duncan

Realtor

Realtor
Samson Realty, LLC
office 703-378-8886
14526 Lee Road, Suite 100
cell
540-635-9500
Chantilly,
Virginia 20151
fax
703-896-5767
Samson
Realty,
LLC
office 703-378-8886
14526 Lee Road, Suite 100 www.onlyfour.com
cell
540-635-9500email jimmyduncan@mris.com
Chantilly, Virginia 20151
fax
703-896-5767
www.onlyfour.com
email jimmyduncan@mris.com

All lines of insurance:

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Del. Clifford L. “Clay” Athey, Jr.
18th District House of Delegates
Serving Fauquier, Frederick, and Warren County

Auto  Health
 Business
 Life
 Home



Insure with us
with confidence!
11 Water Street · Front Royal, VA

(540) 635-8401

EXCELLENT SCENIC SPRING & SUMMER RIDES

Front Royal Warren County Airport
Airplane Rides

DAILY

Stacey & I thank you for the opportunity to serve.
If I can be of any help, please contact me at (540) 635-7917,
			
in Richmond at: (804) 698-1018,
			
by E-Mail at: DelCAthey@house.state.va.us,
			
or by mail at:
PO Box 406, Room 510
						
Richmond, VA 23218

For 20 Minute
Scenic Flights
•
•
•
•
•

Group Discount
Aircraft Rentals
Flight Training
Photo Flights
Glider Club

•
•
•
•
•

$55

Per Person

Tie Down Avail.
Charter Flights
Gift Certificates
New Hangers
New Taxiway

INTRO
FLIGHT TRAINING
$99

Cass Aviation
(540) 635-3570

WARREN COUNTY AIRPORT/FRONT ROYAL

CFI
WANTED
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The Doming of America
By Dave Zirin

“You can’t throw money at the
problem.”

As a former public school
teacher in Washington, I heard
this cliche from countless bureaucrats. It was code for “Stop
whining about ancient textbooks
and prehistoric classroom materials, because there is no money.”
Imagine my shock when the city
announced it would be spending
more than $500 million on a new
baseball stadium. Clearly when
it comes to the needs of billionaire sports owners, there always
seems to be money available to
be thrown.
This is hardly a D.C. story. The
building of stadiums has become

the
substitute for anything resembling an urban policy in this
country. The
stadiums are presented as a microwave-instant solution to the
problems of
crumbling schools, urban decay
and suburban flight.
Stadiums are sporting shrines
to the dogma of trickle-down
economics. In the past 10 years,
more than $16 billion of the
public’s money has been spent
for stadium construction and upkeep from coast to coast. Though
some cities are beginning to resist paying the full tab, any kind
of subsidy is a fool’s investment,
ending up being little more than
monuments to corporate greed:
$500 million welfare hotels for

This 12 column inch
ad costs just $105 and
reaches about 15,000
readers.
Hmm....
Call Holly at
(540) 683-1078
or (540) 636-8272
or Melissa at
(540) 671-1319

America’s billionaires built with
funds that could have been spent
more wisely on just about anything else.
The era of big government may
be over, but it has been replaced
by the Rise of the Domes. Reports from both the right-wing
Cato Institute and the more centrist Brookings Institution dismiss stadium funding as an utter
financial flop, yet the domes keep
coming.
Our stadiums, funded on our
dime, become the political province of those owners who paid
nary a penny for the privilege. In
many stadiums, they have started
“faith days at the park” where
evangelical Christian organizations set up booths and Christian
rock gets blared over the loudspeakers. No separation of church
and state, even when the state is
footing the bill. Then there is
the force-feeding of political
dogma. No freedom from that,
either. On the orders of George
Steinbrenner, the New York Yankees now string up chains along
the seats to keep people standing
and secured -- and not going to
the concessions or bathroom -for the seventh-inning singing of
“God Bless America.”
As Neil DeMause, co-author
of the book “Field of Schemes”
said to me, “The history of the
stadium game is the story of how,
by slowly refining their blackmail
skills, sports owners learned how
to turn their industry from one
based on selling tickets to one
based on extracting public subsidies. It’s been a bit like watching a
4-year-old learn how to manipulate his parents into buying him
the new toy that he saw on TV;
the question now is how long it
takes our elected officials to learn
to say ‘no.’ “
But our elected officials have
been more like the children, as
sports owners tousle their hair
and set the budget agendas for
municipalities around the country with a simple credo: stadiums
first and people last.
In August 2005, we saw the
extreme results of these kinds of
priorities. After Hurricane Katrina flattened the Gulf Coast,
the Louisiana Superdome, the
largest domed structure in the
Western Hemisphere, morphed

into a homeless shelter from hell,
inhabited yet uninhabitable for
an estimated 30,000 of New Orleans’ poorest residents.
It took Hurricane Katrina for
them to actually see the inside of
the Superdome, a stadium whose
ticket prices make entry restrictive. At the time of the hurricane,
game tickets cost $90, season

Arizona
dium

Cardinals

Sta-

seats went for $1,300, and luxury
boxes for eight home games ran
more than $100,000 a year. But
the Katrina refugees’ tickets were
courtesy of the federal and local
government’s malignant neglect.
It was only fitting, because
these 30,000 people helped pay
for the stadium in the first place.
The Superdome was built entirely
on the public dime in 1975, as a
part of efforts to create a “New
New Orleans” business district.
City officials decided that building the largest domed stadium
on the planet was in everyone’s
best interest. Instead, it set off a
30-year path toward destruction
for the Big Easy: a path that has
seen money for the stadium but
not for levees; money for the stadium but not for shelter; money
for the stadium but not for an alltoo-predictable disaster.
The tragedy of Katrina then became farce when the Superdome’s
inhabit ants were finally moved:
not to government housing,
public shelters or even another
location in the area, but to the
Houston Astrodome. Ladies and
gentlemen, we had the March of
Domes.
I spoke to former Major League
Baseball All-Star and “Ball Four”
author Jim Bouton about the publicly financed “doming of America, and this is what he said:
“It’s such a misapplication of

the public’s money. ... You’ve got
towns turning out streetlights,
they’re closing firehouses, they’re
cutting back on school supplies,
they’re having classrooms in
stairwells, and we’ve got a nation full of kids who don’t have
any health insurance. I mean, it’s
disgraceful. The limited things
that our government does for the
people with the people’s money,
to spend even a dime or a penny
of it on ballparks
is just a crime.
“It’s going to be seen historically
as an awful folly, and it’s starting
to be seen that way now, but historically that will go down as one
of the real crimes of American
government, national and local,
to allow the funneling of people’s
money directly into the pockets
of a handful of very wealthy individuals who could build these
stadiums on their own if it made
financial sense. If they don’t
make financial sense, then they
shouldn’t be building them.”
Bouton went on to say, “If I was
a team owner today, asking for
public money, I’d be ashamed of
myself, ashamed of myself. But
we’ve gone beyond shame. There’s
no such thing as shame anymore.
People aren’t embarrassed to take
-- to do these awful things.”
Bouton is absolutely correct.
When it comes to fleecing our
cities, some of the richest people
in this country have shown a
complete absence of shame. The
question is whether we are going
to finally stand up and impose
our priorities onto them, instead
of continually taking it on the
chin.
Polls show consistent majorities don’t want public funds
spent on stadiums. That means
the silent majority of sports fans
oppose the stadium glut as well.
We sports fans need to make ourselves heard. We may love baseball. We may love football. We
may bleed our team’s colors on
game day. But that doesn’t mean
we should have to pay a billionaire millions of dollars for the
privilege to watch.
[Dave Zirin is the author of the
new book “Welcome to the Terrordome:” with an intro by Chuck
D (Haymarket). You can receive
his column Edge of Sports, every
week by going to http://zirin.com/
edgeofsports/?p=subscribe&id=1.
Contact him at edgeofsports@
gmail.com]
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Democracy by force, or by example?

How best can the United States encourage democracy abroad? Joyce Appleby, a former president of the American Historical Association, finds relevance in an 1824 congressional debate about aiding the Greek fight for independence.

By Joyce Appleby
History News Service

force of this engine, to the aid of
others,” he urged.
As in Congressional debates today, each speaker had to demonstrate that he hated evil and loved
virtue. Congressman Joel Poinsett of South Carolina insisted
that the bravery and enterprise of
the Greeks equaled that of their
ancient forebears before drawing
attention back to House’s duty to
avoid doing anything that might
involve the country in war. He
even dared to raise questions
about whether modern Greeks
possessed the elementary principles of freedom necessary to
govern themselves.
And so the debate went back and
forth from appeals to respond to
the cries of distress from a people
yearning to be free to deflating
remarks about the unimportance
of anything that the United States
might do about a situation so far
away. Americans, one member
said, should have nothing to do
“with the wrongs committed by
other Governments against those
whom they govern” except to
avoid their example.
Following a supportive speech
from Congressman Henry Clay,
Alexander Smyth of Virginia
posed the key question to his colleagues: “What have you to do
with the liberty or any people,
except the people you govern,
unless the subjection of a neighboring foreign people endangers
your safety?” and adding, “You
have nothing to do with religion,
even here, and why should you
meddle with it elsewhere?”
In the end Congress voted
against the resolution, evidently
agreeing when Silas Wood of
New York, referring to the world
and its oppressions, asked whether the United States must be “the
Hercules that is to free it from
the monsters of tyranny and slavery?” Evoking Don Quixote and
his tilting at windmills, Wood
insisted that American’s help for
mankind lay “not by embarking
in a military crusade to establish
the empire of our principles . . .
but by the moral influence of its
example.”
In contrast with his promotion
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Spreading democracy has become the nation’s principal foreign policy goal. Yet there has
been little sustained public discussion about this ambitious
program. A few op-eds perhaps.
Neither house of Congress has
taken it up. Nor have polls asked
voters if they share their president’s stated aim to promote democracy in the Middle East, by
force if necessary.
It’s a proposition that deserves
some thought, and we’re fortunate that in 1824 the House of
Representatives actually gave it
some. Those congressional debates ended up scotching the idea
that the United States should determine the form of government
of other countries. Things have
changed a lot since then, but their
arguments astutely canvass how
best to serve democracy worldwide. Considering the pros and
cons of this thorny issue would
demonstrate how a democracy
can develop a foreign policy.
In the 1820s the Greeks began
fighting for independence from
Turkey. Confounding predictions
of instant failure, they became instead a new symbol of humanity’s
indomitable longing for freedom.
Educated people in Europe and

the United States
had long cherished
ancient Greece for
its political and
moral values. Here
was a chance to act
on that admiration.
Americans held
public
meetings
where ardent speakers extolled the
noble legacy they’d
inherited from the
Greeks. They raised
money and sent
clothes for the valiant champions of
liberty. Some Americans even volunteered to fight. But
many wanted the
United States to do
something official.
Congressman Daniel Webster,
ever attuned to public sentiment,
proposed a resolution supporting
the Greek revolt in the House of
Representatives.
As today, when the war in Iraq
dominates the news, foreign policy then was very much on the public mind. President Monroe had
just announced his doctrine that
European nations should keep
out of the Western Hemisphere.
Many countries in Latin America
had recently thrown off Spanish
rule to join the United States as
independent nations. Abroad,
in post-Napoleonic Europe, a
conservative reaction, hostile to
popular sovereignty, was gaining
ground. Governments there reaffirmed the importance of order
through the vigorous assertion
of authority. All these elements
came into play when the House
took up the question of helping
the Greeks.
Webster argued that as the freest government in the world, the
United States had little choice
but to give aid to the Greeks. He
spoke ardently about the momentum growing for popular political participation. “What is the
soul, the informing spirit of our
institutions, of our entire system
of government,” he asked rhetorically, but public opinion. “Let us
direct the force, the vast moral

of Iraqi democracy through a
“shock and awe” invasion, President Bush has used diplomatic
means to chastise even allies like
Egypt and Pakistan for suppressing democratic activists. Like his
predecessors he has reminded
the military junta ruling Myanmar that the United States opposes the house arrest of Daw
Aung San Suu Kyi. Yet these
initiatives in support of human
rights and democratic rule work
at cross purposes. Soft diplomacy
rests on public respect which our

When Cheney Was Right
You can hear just about everything
wrong with the Bush administration’s
Iraq policy encapsulated in a television spot intended to boost support for
the war. It’s one of the ads in a $15
million campaign brought to you by
Freedom’s Watch, a group backed by
big-bucks GOP contributors.
The spot starts with a close-up of an
Iraq veteran named Andrew Robinson, who says, “I believe we’re making progress in the war in Iraq, and
stabilizing the country there. I would
go back to Iraq if I could.”
The camera pulls back, and we see
he can’t. He is in a wheelchair.
It has the immediate effect of shutting you up. Here’s a young man bold
enough to join the Marines and go
fight in Iraq with the aim of making
the United States safer, brave enough
to want to return to the country where
he was grievously wounded and continue the fight.
But then he says, “If Iraq isn’t stable,
then it’ll be a breeding ground for terrorists” — and you want to punch the
guy.
Not that he is wrong. Yes, “Unstable
Iraq” equals “Breeding Ground for
Terrorists.” The problem is that Iraq is
already unstable and a breeding
ground for terrorists. It happened as a
direct result of the policies Andrew
Robinson wants us to back.
What went wrong? Nobody has put
it better than Dick Cheney himself, in
a 1994 interview in which he looks
back at why he, as secretary of
defense, advised the elder Bush not to
march on Baghdad during the first

invasion of Iraq has undermined.
In a reversal of Gresham’s Law
that soft money drives hard money out of circulation, hard diplomacy deprives soft diplomacy of
its moral authority. If democracy
is to be more than a shibboleth,
we need to debate, as did the Congress in 1824, whether the United
States is to lead by example or by
force of arms.
Joyce Appleby is emerita professor of history at UCLA and
co-director of the History News
Service.
Gulf War.
“If we’d gone to Baghdad, we would
have been all alone, there wouldn’t
have been anybody else with us,” the
veep-to-be said. “It would have been a
U.S. occupation of Iraq.”
He goes on like that, creepily prescient: “Once you got to Iraq and took
it over, took down Saddam Hussein’s
government, then what are you going
to put in its place? That’s a very
volatile part of the world, and if you
take down the central government of
Iraq you can easily end up seeing
pieces of Iraq fly off.”
Well, the concern for being “all
alone” became contempt for world
opinion, the “U.S. occupation of Iraq”
Cheney dreaded became the U.S.
occupation of Iraq Cheney wanted,
and there is still nothing in place of
Saddam Hussein’s government that
can prevent all those Iraqi pieces from
flying off.
With the result being that Iraq has
become more of a threat to the West
than it was under Saddam.
Sadly, that is the reality the Bush
administration has brought the world.
Just as sad, brave men as well as
Republican chicken hawks continue
to believe that if the American military fights with enough purpose and
tenacity, putting aside Democrats’
defeatism, our overwhelming superiority will make everything right.
That, too, is in the Andrew Robinson
spot. “To hear Congress talk about
surrendering really makes me angry,”
he says. “It’s really important that
we’re victorious.”
But there can be no American military victory. Nor defeat, for that matter. It’s a war for decent Iraqi politicians to win. Only Iraqis themselves
can create a nation with the strength
and stability to stop being a breeding
ground for terrorists.
To think we find ourselves in this
spot because we didn’t listen to Dick
Cheney.
Roger Hernandez is a syndicated
columnist and writer-in-residence at
New Jersey Institute of Technology.
© 2007 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Opinion

Churchill on Iraq: “Living on an Ungrateful Volcano”

A young historian, Shannon Monaghan, discusses a letter revealing that, as colonial secretary, Winston Churchill demanded in 1922 that the British get out of Iraq, for all the reasons that his admirer George W. Bush now rejects.
By Shannon Monaghan
History News Service
On Sept. 1, 1922, Great Britain’s colonial secretary, the man
responsible for the administration of the British presence in
Iraq, wrote a scathing letter to his
Prime Minister on the miserable
state of that country and Britain’s
interests there. He closed his letter with these crushing lines:
“At present we are paying eight
millions [in] pounds Sterling a
year [the equivalent of half a billion dollars today] for the privilege of living on an ungrateful
volcano out of which we are in
no circumstances to get anything
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President so admires Churchill,
he should heed that great man’s
warnings about involvement
in Iraq and remove American
troops from that nation now.
Shannon Monaghan studies
history at Yale University and
writes for the History News Service.
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wasn’t already bored with running for
president.
His other appeal is ideological.
Thompson has a more consistent conservative record than Romney or Giuliani. But, a product of the moderateconservative Tennessee GOP, he was
never a firebrand either. In the gotcha
environment of the primary race,
Thompson will have to defend past
heterodoxies on abortion, immigration, campaign-finance reform and
tort reform. The deeper problem,
though, is that what ails the Republican Party isn’t a lack of down-the-line
conservatism.
Republicans need more fresh thinking, and Thompson’s devotion to federalism emphatically doesn’t count. In
terms of domestic policy, the best
news in the Republican race so far is
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Why this would be disturbing to anyone seems odd, but there are tattoo
artists and many who have tattoos who
say this has undermined the “truth”
and “reality” behind getting one. After

Churchill came to that sobering news to realize that the United
conclusion. Like those who would States is futilely struggling with
today challenge the American the very same problems that
president on Iraq, Churchill paid Churchill struggled with - and
a price for his view. His prime more. The U.S. government and
minister severely rebuked him, its military leaders cannot find a
and refused to allow even the no- solution to the problems besettion of withdrawal to be brought ting the Iraqi government, the
before his cabinet. It took Great development and allocation of
Britain ten years more of harsh the country’s oil, the influence of
lessons on the groups in Iraq be- Iran and other countries in the refore it finally granted that nation gion and sectarian violence. U.S.
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Why Fred?
The conventional wisdom about
Fred Thompson is that he might have
waited too long to get into the presidential race, even though by the standard of past election cycles he’s right
on schedule. The best question for the
Thompson campaign doesn’t have to
do with timing, but with rationale; it
isn’t about “When?” but “Why?”
His delay in announcing his presidential bid needn’t seriously hurt him
if he is a candidate on par with or better than his top rivals. In the national
glare, both Mitt Romney and Rudy
Giuliani have proven themselves good
fundraisers, adept debaters and indefatigable campaigners with appealing
outsider reformist messages. It’s not
clear yet that Thompson is any of
these things.
Thompson isn’t “lazy” — the rap
against him — by any reasonable
measure. He didn’t become a Watergate investigator, prosecutor, actor
and senator by sleeping late and
watching daytime TV. But his Senate
career tells against him. Not because
he didn’t have the energy to make
much of it, but because he apparently
didn’t have the desire.
Thompson has two main draws. One
is stylistic, even though he has a kind
of anti-style — a low-key, no-nonsense bearing that gives him a sense of
quiet authority. The downside is that
this can seem to be a lack of passion.
His appearance on “The “Tonight
Show With Jay Leno” announcing his
candidacy was so somnolent that you
could be forgiven for wondering if he

worth having.”
The name of that colonial secretary? Winston Churchill.
The phrase “history repeats
itself ” is overused; the greater
tragedy is that in this instance
the clich s entirely appropriate.
President Bush appears to think
that he can somehow escape the
lessons that the past can teach
us and that history will treat his
misadventure in Iraq well. Experience does not bode well for his
hopes.
By 1922, Churchill had no such
illusory hopes about Iraq. In fact,
he declared the task of managing
the country “impossible.”
Little has changed since

Write to Francis Shrum in care of
King Features Weekly Service, P.O.
Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-

• Every schoolchild knows that
Francis Scott Key’s enduring legacy is
our national anthem, “The Star-Spangled Banner.” Not many realize, how-
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• On Oct. 6, 1683, encouraged by
William Penn’s offer of 5,000 acres in
the Pennsylvania colony and the freedom to practice their religion, the first
Mennonites arrive in America. By the
American Revolution, there were
100,000 Germans in Penn’s former
colony.
• On Oct. 3, 1863, President Abraham
Lincoln announces that the nation will
celebrate an official Thanksgiving holiday on the fourth Thursday in November. It remained that way until 1939
when President Roosevelt, hoping to
boost the economy by providing shoppers a few extra shopping days before
Christmas, temporarily moved Thanksgiving to November’s third Thursday.
• On Oct. 1, 1890, an act of Congress
creates Yosemite National Park. More
than 3 million people visit Yosemite
annually to view such stunning landmarks as the 2,425-foot-high Yosemite
Falls, one of the highest waterfalls in
the world.
• On Oct. 5, 1902, Ray Kroc, founder
of McDonald’s, is born. When Kroc
died in 1984 there were more than
7,500 McDonald’s golden arches
around the world.
• On Oct. 4, 1927, sculpting begins on
the face of Mount Rushmore in South
Dakota. The first face chiseled was
George Washington’s, with Jefferson’s
to the right. But, within two years, Jefferson’s face cracked, and it was blasted
off the mountain. Sculptor Gutzon Borglum then started over with Jefferson
situated to the left of Washington.
• On Oct. 2, 1951, Gordon Sumner
(better known as the musician Sting) is
born in Newcastle, England. He
picked up his nickname because of the
black-and-yellow-striped shirt he frequently wore.
• On Oct. 7, 1960, television program “Route 66” airs its first episode,
relating the roadside adventures of
Buz and Tod as they cruised around
the country in Tod’s Corvette. Americans tuned in to the popular program
for four years, continuing their love
affair with the nation’s most celebrated federal highway.
© 2007 King Features Synd., Inc.
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TOURISM@CI.FRONT-ROYAL.VA.US WWW.CI.FRONT-ROYAL. VA.US

414 EAST MAIN STREET, FRONT ROYAL, VIRGINIA 22630

(540) 635-5788 1-800-338-2576 EMAIL

1525 North Shenandoah Avenue
(540) 635-9447
(800) 461-1720

BLUEMONT INN

1370 North Shenandoah Avenue
(540) 636-7200
(888) 204-4803

BLUE RIDGE MOTEL

MOTELS

MOTELS

219 East Main Street
(540) 635-5956

WYNN’S

836 N. Commerce Ave.
(540) 636-6857

WENDY’S INTERNATIONAL

865 John Marshall Highway
(540) 636-8999

VILLA GIUSEPPE’S ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

231 Chester St.
(540) 636-0008

VICTORIA’S

411 South Street
(540) 635-2288

TOPS CHINA

424-A
South
The FRAT
(Front
RoyalStreet
Area Transit) Bus provides transit service for the Town of
(540)
636-6654
Front Royal Monday through Friday from 8:30am - 12:30pm and 1:00pm - 5:00pm.
The last runS
begins
at 4:00pm. All routes begin and end at the Front Royal/Warren
PELUNKERS
County Visitor
Virginia Regional Transportation Association (VRTA) op116 Center.
South The
Street
erates this service
enhance mobility throughout the community.
(540) to
631-0300
The FRAT Bus is radio dispatched, ADA accessible and equipped with the latest
UBWAY
wheelchair liftsSand
security systems. Persons with disabilities who are ADA certi530
North
Royal
Avenue off curbside anywhere within 3/4 of a mile of our
fied may be picked up
and dropped
(540)
635-4400
regular route. Please call in advance.
No Smoking, drinking, eating or food in open containers allowed.
TACO BELL
Fare - $.50 paid upon boarding the bus.
620
North
Royal Avenue
If you have any questions please call the Virginia Regional Transportation Associa(540)
635-1958
tion (VRTA) toll free at (877)777-2708 or (540)341-3464.

SOUTH STREET GRILL

304A E. Main Street
(540) 636-0070

SOUL MOUNTAIN CAFÉ

915 North Royal Avenue
(540) 635-6615

SKYLINE RESTAURANT

241 Chester Street
(540) 636-0056

ROYAL GARDEN RESTAURANT

RESTAURANTS
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Circled numbers indicate Battle of Front Royal stops

Times
:30 :00
:35 :05
:38 :38
:45 :15
:51 :21
:54 :24
:56 :26
:00 :30
:03 :33
:06 :36
:07 :37
:11 :41
:12 :42
:16 :46
:18 :48
:21 :51
:23 :53
:26 :56
:28 :58
:00 :30

Every Hour Between
8:30-11:30 / 1:00-4:00
8:35-11:35 / 1:05-4:05
8:38-11:38 / 1:08-4:08
8:45-11:45 / 1:15-4:15
8:51-11:51 / 1:21-4:21
8:54-11:54 / 1:24-4:24
8:56-11:56 / 1:26-4:26
9:00 - 12:00 / 1:30-4:30
9:03-12:03 / 1:33-4:33
9:06-12:06 / 1:36-4:36
9:07-12:07 / 1:37-4:37
9:11-12:11 / 1:41-4:41
9:12-12:12 / 1:42-4:42
9:16-12:16 / 1:46-4:46
9:18-12:18 / 1:48-4:48
9:21-12:21 / 1:51-4:51
9:23-12:23 / 1:53-4:53
9:26-12:26 / 1:56-4:56
9:28-12:28 / 1:58-4:58
9:30-12:30 / 2:00-5:00
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This black and white ad will
be read
by
about 15,000 peoS
I
533 South Royal Avenue
636-6168
ple (540)
in Front
Royal and Warren
S
M
1600 Shenandoah
County.
ItAvenue
costs a lot less than
(540) 635-3181
S
R
M Give your business
you
think.
622 South Royal Avenue
635-5354 it needs with an
the (540)
boost
S
8
11 South
Street
ad
in
Warren
County’s most
(Intersection of Routes 340 & 55)
(540) 636-4888
popular
newspaper by call(800) 800-8000
-L M at (540) 683-1078 or
ingT53Holly
West 14th Street
(540) 635-4148
Rebecca
at (540) 683-6311.
(800) 230-7349
1801 North Shenandoah Avenue
(540) 635-4101
(800) 487-3529

RELAX INN

10 Commerce Avenue
(540) 635-3161

Bus Stop (540)
Location
635-2196
Visitor’s Center
(800) 766-6748
Royal Hills Apartments
CENTER
CITY M
OTEL
Shenandoah
Commons
Apartments
South Royal Avenue
Royal416
Plaza
(540) 635-4050
Northwestern Community Services
OOL Apartments
HARBOR MOTEL
RoyalCArms
141
West
15thLion
Street
Gateway Plaza / Food
(540) 635-2191
Visitor’s Center
Warren
CountyRGovernment
Center
FRONT
OYAL MOTEL
Park
Department
/ Youth Center
1400
N. Shenandoah
Avenue
Department
of Social
Services
(540)
635-4114
13th Street
Belmont Avenue
H&AMPTON
INN
17th Street
&
Belmont
Avenue
9800 Winchester Road
Senior Center
(540) 635-1882
Warren Memorial
Hospital
(800) Hampton
Kendrick Avenue Apartments
PIONEER MOTEL
The Family Store
541 South Royal Avenue
Samuels Library
(540) 635-4784
Warren County Courthouse
QUALITY INN
Visitor’s Center

1122 North Royal Avenue

BUDGET INN

FRAT Bus Schedule

1525 North Shenandoah Avenue
(540) 635-9447
(800) 461-1720

BLUEMONT INN

(888) 204-4803
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Page Valley Fair

Car pictures by
Gary and Rebecca
Shank. Farm and
people pictures by
Dan McDermott.

This page goes in our “better late than never” category!
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Ride and handling - the turning circle is 40 feet - are excellent
for a large car. Potholes and dips are taken well but never forget
the Impala’s humble family car origins.

Thunder road

‘07 Chevrolet Impala SS
By Zane Binder

Chevrolet’s Impala SS, once
both a drag strip terror and
“gentleman’s express,” is back. It’s
not the same vehicle hot rodders
craved in the ‘60s - the new version employs front-wheel drive
and a much smaller aluminum
engine - but it’s quick and comfortable. Though a full-size beast,
it’s surprisingly agile - and at
$28,500 base, a true bargain!
Inside, the Impala SS is attractive. Its power front cloth buckets
are comfortable; the fold-flat rear
bench is similarly accommodating. A dual-place cupholder occupies the between-seats console;
the glove box is tiny. The trunk is
large, but placement of the spacesaver spare takes up much useful
room.
Looking around from the driver’s seat, you’ll discover instrumentation is scarce in this 3,711pound vehicle. Safety features

include dual front and side airbags, traction control, a tire pressure warning system, 4-wheel disc
antilock brakes, daytime running

ing, cruise control, CFC-free dual
zone air conditioning, a remote
vehicle start keyfob system and
a rear window defroster are wel-

Thunder Road
dant torque and top-end power.
Torque steer, however, is always
present.
Fuel efficiency was measured
at 14 city and 19 highway (EPA
18/27) miles per gallon. Note this
vehicle employs the latest “cylinder cut out” technology. To save
fuel, only the cylinders necessary
to propel the car actually fire. It
functions undetectably, but like
its rivals on many other car lines,
seems ineffective.
The Impala’s V8 was mated to
an old style, 4-speed automatic
overdrive transmission with
lockup torque converter. It’s extremely smooth and delivers
firm shifts. No manual shifter or
more advanced automatic tranny
is available. Towing capacity is
1,000 pounds.

Ride and handling - the turning
circle is 40 feet - are excellent for
a large car. Potholes and dips are
taken well but never forget the
Impala’s humble family car origins. The steering, a speeded-up
performance type, is extremely
sensitive. Braking distances and
pedal effort are relatively short.
The Goodyear GA Mud and
Snow tires are good quality but
inadequate for this vehicle. Performance-types are needed badly!
Quality control throughout the
vehicle needed work.
Overall, the Impala SS is a fine
car. As raw material for a hot rod,
it has few equals!
Opossum@ix.netcom.com

Mechanic’s Corner
lights and an On Star Emergency
Communications System.
Creature comforts haven’t been
neglected. Power windows, electric locks and mirrors, tilt steer-

SHOP RATES

come.
Under the Impala’s hood resides a 5.3 liter, 303 HP, 2-valveper-cylinder V8. Zero to 60 takes
just 6.5 seconds. There’s abun-

DIRECT BILLING

Today’s engine requires more than just
a traditional tune-up. Bring your vehicle
to technicians who can bring a high-tech
approach to your sophisticated systems
and onboard computers.

INSURANCE REPLACEMENTS
Full Line of Rental
Cars and Trucks

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK!

540-636-2090
348A COMMERCE AVE
FRONT ROYAL, VA
FAST FREE PICKUP, JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY!

CASH OR CREDIT CARD

VAN RENTALS MOVING TRUCKS
SERVING WARREN, SHENANDOAH,
PAGE AND FREDERICK COUNTIES
WINCHESTER LOCATION: 540-667-8304

MOVING TRUCKS

15 PASSENGER VANS
· SHUTTLE BUSES
· CARGO VANS
· MINIVANS
New Winchester location: 110-7 Featherbed Ln

SUPPLIES

BOXES

LOCAL/ONE-WAY
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Check out our new
pool room with
brand-new 8’ tables!

Karaoke Sun - Wed • Dancing Thu, Fri & Sat

Now Open at NOON on Sunday with
tons of Sports on big screen TVs!

The all-new

Union Hall Lounge
Beside

Victoria’s Restaurant

231 Chester Street • Front Royal, VA • (540) 636-6811
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ADVERTISE FOR LESS!
Call (540) 636-1014

Comics

The News at Noon & The Valley Today
The award winning “News at Noon” • 30 minutes of LOCAL news • Weekdays at 12:05 pm
The award winning “The Valley Today” • 30 minutes of LOCAL interviews • Weekdays at 12:30 pm
· local leaders
· public safety
· round tables

· issues

· business

· health
· philanthropy

· politics

· education
· tourism
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Front Royal-Warren County Chamber of Commerce
LEGISLATIVE PREVIEW LUNCHEON
Please join us for the Legislative Preview
Luncheon on Tuesday, October 9th, Noon
- 1:30 p.m. at the Warren County Government Center. Delegate Clay Athey,
Senator Mark Obenshain and Congressman Frank Wolf will be present. Discussion on transportation, energy, workforce
development, immigration, and education
issues will be presented followed by a
question and answer period. Lunch will be
provided. Legislative Preview Luncheon
is sponsored by Allegheny Power. Cost
$10 Chamber Members/$20 Non Member.
RSVP to 635-3185 or nfoster@frontroyalchamber.com by Monday, October 8th.
CANDIDATE’S FORUM
The Chamber of Commerce, NAACP, and
Front Royal Women’s Resource Center
will host a Candidate’s Forum on Tuesday,
October 23rd, 7 p.m. at the Warren County
Government Center. All candidates from
the following offices are invited: Board of
Supervisors (North River, Shenandoah,
and South River), Clerk of Court, Commissioner of the Revenue, Commonwealth’s
Attorney, School Board (North River,
Shenandoah, South River and Fork),
Sheriff, Treasurer, 18th House of Delegates and 26th District Senate of Virginia.
For more information contact the Chamber
at 635-3185.
FRONT ROYAL GOLF CLUB - OCTOBER BUSINESS AFTER HOURS
Join us for Front Royal Golf Club’s Business After Hours (BAH) on Wednesday,
October 10th, 5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m., at 902
Country Club Road. This is a great opportunity for networking. Don’t forget your
business cards!
NON-PROFIT COUNCIL UPDATE
Join us for a webinar on “The Power of the
Ask - It Starts with Powerful Relationships”
on Thursday, October 11th, 1 - 2:15 p.m.
at the Chamber office. In this section, the
whole focus will be on the opportunity of
implementing the techniques of networking and how to connect, engage and interact with contacts and prospects to create
and develop more connections in a positive relationship-building way. Cost is $20
Chamber member and $35 non-Chamber
member. RSVP to sbaroncelli@frontroyalchamber.com or 635-3185.
WOMEN’S BUSINESS COUNCIL
The Women’s Business Council is proud
to present “The Power of Money” series
which meets October 15th, “Pearls of Wisdom” Noon - 1:15 p.m. at the Apple House.
This luncheon seminar creates a relaxed,
informative setting for talking about money
and personal concerns. We will share
some life stories of different women and
some basic information to help you find
what’s important to you and what action
you may want to take. These stories are
based on real issues that many face. The
life situations described in the seminar are
for discussion purposes only. The guidance we will be explaining is for general
purposes only and may not be appropriate
for your individual situation. Presented by

Moe Millard, Insurance Agent with MassMutual. Cost is $15 for Chamber members and $25 for non-members. RSVP to
the Chamber at 635-3185 or sbaroncelli@
frontroyalchamber.com.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
The Chamber has once again commissioned CommunityLink to publish our
Community Profile and Business Directory. This full color publication and online
counterpart is one of our most vital tools
for marketing our area to new and existing
residents, businesses, visitors, and developers. Over 5,000 copies will be printed.
Ad sales will begin soon. Only Chamber
members will be recognized in this publication. This book is one of our most, if
not the most requested publications we
distribute. Contact the Chamber today
at 635-3185 or info@frontroyalchamber.
com to learn more about advertising in this
valuable publication.

Clear Channel Worldwide; and Family Dollar Services. If you would like to register
for a booth contact sbaroncelli@frontroyalchamber.com or 540-635-3185.
VIRGINIA’S ENERGY STAR SALES TAX
HOLIDAY
Virginia’s new Energy Star Sales Tax Holiday begins Friday, Oct. 5, and continues
through Monday, Oct. 8. It’s a time for
consumers to buy certain energy-saving
appliances, CFL light bulbs and even programmable thermostats and avoid paying
the retail sales tax. During this four-day
exemption period, retailers are also allowed to pay the sales tax themselves on
any of the nonexempt merchandise they
sell and pass the savings on to consumers. The Virginia Department of Taxation
has posted new Energy Star Sales Tax
Holiday Guidelines, FAQs and a list of the
exempt items on its Web site.
MEMBER NEWS

NATIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE
WEEK
October 1-5 is National Customer Service
Week. The Chamber thought now would
be a perfect time for you to focus on your
customers and offer new ways and use
best practices when it comes to cementing
customer relationships. The annual New
York Stock Exchange CEO Report was
released last month. In it, chief executives
of NYSE companies said they believe that
meeting and exceeding customer expectations will help drive sustainable growth in
the future. Satisfying customers requires
a solid understanding of their needs and
fostering that understanding has to come
from the top.
ATTENTION TOURISM RELATED BUSINESSES
The Virginia Tourism Corporation (VTC)
would love to have your business or event
listed on the Virginia.org website. We want
to make you aware that it is your responsibility to add and update your information
on the Virginia.org website. In addition,
VTC provides links to Front Royal on the
following web page under Welcome to
Virginia/Related Links/ Cities, Towns and
Counties: www.virginia.org/site/main.asp?
referrer=links&id=Cities.
OCTOBER - VIRGINIA WINE MONTH
October is Virginia Wine Month. The Commonwealth is home to more than 130 wineries and ranks fifth in the nation for number of wine producers. We would like to
recognize and thank our member wineries:
Fox Meadow Winery and Rappahannock
Cellars.
JOB FAIR 2007
The Chamber presents Job Fair 2007
on Wednesday, October 24th, 9:30 a.m.
- 5:30 p.m. at the North Warren Fire Department. Join us at this dynamic community event as we bring employers and
job seekers face-to-face. Businesses participating to date are Axiom Staffing Group;
Lockheed Martin; Lantz Construction Co.
of Winchester; Manpower; Toray; First
Bank; Catepillar; Cives Steel Company;

Randolph-Macon Academy will host an
open house on Monday, October 8th, from
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. This event is open
to the entire community. Students interested in attending the Academy are especially
encouraged to attend with their parents.
Attendees will receive a tour of the campus and meet with admissions counselors,
teachers, and students. For more information or to RSVP, please call 540-636-5484,
or visit www.rma.edu.
The dedication ceremony for Phase IV of
the Downtown Business Association’s Engraved Brick Walk will be held on Saturday, October 6th at 11 a.m. The new area
of the sidewalk, containing 35 engraved
bricks, will be opened with a ribbon-cutting
ceremony. Refreshments will be served.
The 6th Annual Northern Shenandoah
Valley 2007 Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation Walk 2 Cure Diabetes will be
held Saturday, October 27th. Registration
starts at 9 a.m. For information on the
Walk and how you can form a team and
raise money call: 540-636-3607, or email
carol.dodson@wachovia.com or visit the
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation at
www.jdrf.org.
The Northern Virginia 4-H Educational
and Conference Center is conducting
their 10th Annual Raffle. They are selling
500 tickets at $100 per ticket. The grand
prize this year will be $10,000. One does
not have to be present to win. The drawing
will take place on December 6, 2007, 1-2
p.m. at the 4-H Center. For more information or to purchase a raffle ticket call 540635-7171.
Shenandoah National Park will honor
America’s wilderness heritage during its
7th annual Wilderness Weekend, October
20 - 21, 2007. This year commemorates
the 31st anniversary of Shenandoah’s wilderness designation. Celebrate wilderness
by viewing Shenandoah’s wilderness from
Skyline Drive, hiking a wilderness trail,
joining a ranger program, or visiting a visi-

tor center. For more information on Wilderness Weekend, contact Shenandoah
National Park’s Education Office at 540999-3489. For more information about
Shenandoah National Park and wilderness, visit the park’s website at www.nps.
gov/shen. Byrd Visitor Center lies within
the park at milepost 51 on Skyline Drive.
Rachael Keep-Hubbard the daughter of
the VFW Post’s Chaplain, Jack Keep, is
organizing a T-Shirt “drive” for wounded
Troops over at Walter-Reed Hospital .
The goal is to be able to collect at least
300 T-shirts by November 3rd at which
time members of the Post will deliver them
just in time for Thanks G iving. We are
asking those who donate t-shirts to personalize the experience by also including
a letter or G et Well card to the Troops
with the t-shirt. This will definitely go a
long way. Any and all donations would be
greatly appreciated. T-shirts are asked
to be new and in the sizes of Large and
X-Large. The T-Shirts can be dropped
off by the Post at 1847 N. Royal Ave. before November 3rd. Further information
can be found at the Post website: http://
www.vfw1860.org/modules/news/article.
php?storyid=84 and on Northern Virginia
Daily’s site: http://www.nvdaily.com/Newstories/308690520023633.bsp
Parents’ Night will be held at Riverfront
Christian School on Thursday, October
4, 2007 at 7:00 PM. This is a great opportunity to come out and meet your child’s
teacher and to see what they have been
learning in school. Riverfront Christian
School has a full-time opening for a History/Government teacher for grades 7-11.
Please call Cindy Martin at 635-8202 for
more information.
The Warren County Sheriff’s Office has
received numerous reports from citizens
advising of fraudulent checks that they
have received in the mail. These checks
are normally for several thousand dollars
and the letter attached advises you that
you have won a prize in a lottery. The
letter instructs the recipient to deposit the
check into their bank account and then call
the lottery office to receive instructions on
how to send the processing fee associated
with the prize. Sheriff Daniel T. McEathron would like to remind citizens that this
is a scam and not to deposit or cash any
of these checks. It is recommended that
you contact your local banking institution if
you have questions regarding the authenticity of any check that you may receive.
Also, keep in mind any reputable organization would not require funds from you to
receive winnings
Celebrate autumn in the Arboretum at ArborFest, the State Arboretum of Virginia’s
annual fall festival, from 10 to 4:30, Oct. 13
& 14, 2006. This year’s ArborFest theme is
“Virginia Gardeners Cherish Their Roots.”
More than three dozen vendors will offer
Virginia native plants as well as a wide variety of other perennials, small trees, boxwoods, and fine items for the home and
garden. All activities are FREE! Admission

to ArborFest is $5 per car, so plan to bring
a friend or two and enjoy autumn in your
State Arboretum of Virginia. The State
Arboretum of Virginia is part of historic
Blandy Experimental Farm, a research
field station for the University of Virginia.
The Arboretum grounds are open dawn
to dusk 365 days a year, free of charge.
Blandy Experimental Farm is on Route 50
in Clarke County, about 10 miles east of
Winchester and 20 miles west of Middleburg. For more information call 540-8371758, or visit online at http://www.virginia.
edu/blandy.
The Lord Fairfax Community College
Workforce Solutions and Continuing
Education announces their upcoming
classes: Microsoft Project, Managing
Projects, Oct. 1-5, 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.,
$219; Coaching Job Skills, Oct. 4, 12 p.m.
- 4 p.m., $99; Spanish for Public Employees, Oct. 5-26, 12 p.m. - 4 p.m., $169; Microsoft Word, Basic, Oct. 9-11, 8:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m., $119; AutoCAD - Level 2, Oct.
10 & 11, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., $480; Delegating,
Oct. 11, 12 p.m. - 4 p.m., $99; Managing
Complaints, Oct. 11, 12 p.m. - 4 p.m., $99;
The Three-Dimensional Interview, Oct.
12, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m., $99; Building Code
Basics: Residential and Commercial, Oct.
13 & 20, 8 a.m. - 4 p.m., $269; Basic Contractor Licensing Class, Oct. 13, 8 a.m. - 5
p.m., $199.
Valley Health Occupational Health Services will host a webinar “Creating a
Safety Culture” featuring regional industry safety leaders. Star Program reps from
the GE Winchester Lamp Plant; Augusta
Correctional Facility; and Cargill Turkey
Products will share their susccess stories
in achieving injury and illness rates at or
below the national average, during a onehour safety culture webinar scheduled for
Thursday, October 4th, 10-11 a.m. The
commplimentary webinar will highlight
OSHA Voluntary Protection Programs
(VPP) Star participants with exemplary
worksites boasting comprehensive, successful safety and health management
systems. An introduction will be provided
by Rex Morgart, Program Analyst, OSHAOffice of Partnerships & Recognition. For
more information or to RSVP contact Mary
Kathryn Robinson at 540-536-5261 or
mrobins2@valleyhealthlink.com.
Registration for the all-day offerings is
coming up. The Christmas Arts Institute,
Easter Arts Institute, Professional/Holiday
Program and Snow Day Program all offer
full-day arts-based activities for the days
that school is out and parents are not. Five
Rings has also expanded its After-school
program to include Before School (6:30
am to school time) and there are still some
openings. It offers five arts (scholastic, visual, theatre, literary, and martial) in a rotating curriculum after school, with special
offerings during school holidays. There are
still openings available and we currently
pick up from A.S. Rhodes, Riverfront, E.
Wilson Morrison, Ressie Jeffries, LFK, and
Mountain Laurel.
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Diversions

Watch out! Your boss is coming around the corner!

Trivia Time
	1. What unforeseen event allowed Dr. Richard Kimble to escape
on his way to prison?
2. What record producer did Tom Wolfe call “The First Tycoon of
Teen?”
3. What singer’s last words were, “That was a great game of golf,
fellers?”
4. What friendly character starred in the 3-D cartoon “Boo
Moon?”
5. What was 001, which made its first test flight on March 2, 1969,
at Toulouse, France, the prototype for?
6. What fast-food magnate noted: “There’s no reason to be the richest man in the cemetery. You can’t do any business from there?”
7. What was the subtitle of the first episode of Walt Disney’s “Davy
Crockett?”
8. Who played the original Maria in Broadway’s “West Side Story”
in 1957?
9. Who led Egypt into its 1967 war against Israel?
	10. What Herman Hesse novel chronicled the adventures of Harry
Haller, part man and part wolf?
Trivia Time Answers
	1. A train derailment; 2. Phil Spector; 3. Bing Crosby; 4. Casper
the Friendly Ghost; 5. The Concorde; 6. Col. Harland Sanders; 7.
“Indian Fighter;” 8. Carol Lawrence; 9. Gamal Abdel Nasser; 10.
“Steppenwolf ”

You Don’t Say!
In Pacific Grove, Calif., it’s a misdemeanor if you kill or threaten a
butterfly
***
In Ventura County, Calif., cats or dogs can’t have sex without a
permit.
***
In Sarasota, Fla., it is illegal to wear swimwear while singing in a
public place.
***
In Chicago, Ill., a hat pin is considered a concealed weapon.
***
It is illegal in Michigan for a woman to cut her hair without her
husband’s consent.
***
It is illegal in Minnesota to mock skunks.
***
According to a law on the books in Brainerd, Minn., every man must
grow a beard
***
It is illegal in Ohio to sell beer while wearing a Santa Claus suit, even
if you are a dog.
***
It is illegal in Seattle, Wash., to sell lollipops. Suckers are fine.
***
In Virginia, all bathtubs must be outside, not in the house.
***
It is illegal to ride a streetcar in Toronto, Canada, on Sunday after
eating garlic.
***
In Cleveland, Ohio, it is illegal to catch mice without a hunting
license.
***
It is illegal in Kentucky to carry an ice cream cone in your pocket.
***
In Louisana, it is illegal to rob a bank and then shoot the teller with
a water pistol.
***
It is prohibited to bathe in the winter in Indiana.

Sports Challenge by Walter Branch
	1. How old are the horses that run in the Kentucky Derby?
2. What baseball stadium has memorials to three players in center field?
3. What is the traditional trade for aspiring Spanish bullfighters?
4. What baseball equipment was first baseman Charles Waite the first to wear?
5. How wide is baseball’s home plate?
6. What sport confronts participants with hairpins?
7. What is the oldest trophy competed for by professional athletes in North America?
8. What North American field sport has the most rules?
9. Who is the only German to have held the world heavyweight boxing championship?
	10. Who spoiled Muhammad Ali’s 1980 comeback?
Sports Challenge Answers
	1. 3 years old; 2. Yankee Stadium; 3. Bricklaying; 4. A glove; 5. 17 inches; 6. Auto racing; 7. The Stanley
Cup; 8. Football; 9. Max Schmeling; 10. Larry Holmes
(c) 2007 DBR Media, Inc.

Quotes
“The very least you can do in your life is to figure
out what you hope for. And the most you can do
is live inside that hope. Not admire it from a distance but live right in it, under its roof.” - Barbara
Kingsolver
***
“The real rulers in Washington are invisible and
exercise power from behind the scenes.” - Justice
Felix Frankfurter
***
“Practice hope. As hopefulness becomes a habit,
you can achieve a permanently happy spirit.” - Norman Vincent Peale
***
“Diplomacy: The patriotic art of lying for one’s
country.” - Ambrose Bierce

***
“To eat bread without hope is still slowly to starve
to death.” - Pearl S. Buck
***
“If we believe a thing to be bad, and if we have a
right to prevent it, it is our duty to try to prevent it
and damn the consequences.” - Lord Milner
***
“Any excuse will serve a tyrant.” - Aesop
***
“Everyone believes very easily whatever they fear
or desire.” - Jean de La Fontaine
***
“Fear imprisons, faith liberates; fear paralyzes, faith
empowers; fear disheartens, faith encourages; fear
sickens, faith heals; fear makes useless, faith makes
serviceable.” - Harry Emerson Fosdick
***
“Hatred is never anything but fear - if you feared no
one, you would hate no one.”- Hugh Downs

A Look Back This Week
On October 7, 1765, nine colonies convened the Stamp Act Congress in New York ... October 8-11, 1871,
a huge fire destroyed the city of Chicago ... October 5, 1915, Germany issued an apology for sinking the
Lusitania and promised reparation payments ... October 6, 1927, “The Jazz Singer” with Al Jolson demonstrated part-talking movies in New York City ... October 7, 1949, Mrs. I. Toguri D’Aquino (Tokyo Rose
of Japanese wartime propaganda broadcasts) was sentenced to 10 years in prison for treason ... October
3, 1965, the national immigration quota system was abolished ... October 1, 1962, James Meredith became the first black student at the University of Mississippi after 3,000 troops quelled riots ... October 2,
1967, Thurgood Marshall was sworn in as the first black U.S. Supreme Court Justice ... October 7, 1985,
four Palestinian hijackers seized the Italian cruise ship, the Achille Lauro, in the Mediterranean and held
it hostage for two days; one American, Leon Klinghoffer, was killed ... October 3, 1991, the U.S. House
bank was ordered closed after revelations that House members had written 8,331 bad checks ... October
3, 1995, former football star O.J. Simpson was found not guilty of the June, 1994 murders of his ex-wife,
Nicole Brown Simpson, and her friend, Ronald Goldman ... October 5, 1998, the House Judiciary Committee voted 21-16 along party lines to recommend that the Clinton impeachment investigation proceed
... October 7, 2001, the U.S. and Great Britain launched a sustained air strike campaign against the Afghan-based terrorist organization al-Qaeda and the country’s ruling Taliban militia ... October 1, 2002,
just five weeks before the general elections, former Senator Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.), a senator for 18
years prior to his retirement in 2001, agreed to appeals by New Jersey Democrats to allow his name to be
placed on the state ballot as the party’s candidate, replacing Torricelli ...October 4, 2002, Richard Reid,
a British national nicknamed the “Shoe Bomber” pleaded guilty in federal district court in Boston to all
charges against him relating to an incident aboard a Paris-to-Miami flight in December, 2001.
(c) 2007 DBR Media, Inc.
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Puzzles

ADVERTISE FOR LESS!
Call (540) 636-1014

ADVERTISE FOR LESS!
Call (540) 683-1078
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Puzzles

This issue’s crossword puzzle theme is “Remember 1969?” The solution is on page 38. NO
PEEKING!!!

ACROSS
1 Facial bone
4 “Holy Cow!”
8 RR depot
11 Lunch
15 Note
16 Jay, for one
17 1969 Best Actor Oscar winner
19 1969 World Series champs
22 Foamiest
23 “Do __ say, not as I do”
24 Lucie’s dad
25 Tipper
27 As __ the hills
28 Bakery item
30 Green Party candidate
33 Depressed
35 “Beat it!”
36 1969 Best Picture Oscar winner
42 Hooters
44 Parson’s home

45 Sluggishness
47 Go on and on
50 Curve
52 Network letters
54 Messy eaters
55 Fragrant flower
57 Ocean: abbr.
60 Supped
61 Throws
62 Sticks around
63 Favorite phrase
65 __ Paulo
67 NJ’s time zone
68 1969 Indy 500 winner
72 Intl. alliance
75 Raced
76 Tap
77 Strangely
79 __ 13; “Hogan’s Heroes” setting
84 Public utility
86 Lobbying org.

87 Pries
88 Mystical poems
89 Follower: suf.
90 Presidential monogram
92 Formerly
93 Craftsman
95 Elated
100 Attys.’ titles
102 1969 Grammy award winner
105 One
108 Goal
109 Hat material
110 TV’s “Jake and the __” (‘87-’92)
112 Rise
117 Give __; assist
119 82 Down’s dad
121 Expert
122 1969 Best Actress Emmy winner
124 1969 Super Bowl champs
128 __ border; western stateline
129 Novelist Anita

130 Long, long times
131 St. Philip __ (1515-95)
132 Suffix for differ or exist
133 Costello & others
134 Embarrassed

DOWN
1 Like a rabbi
2 “Little Women” girl
3 Wilson, for one
4 Lodge members
5 Sign of spring
6 One, in Scotland
7 Period
8 Most miffed
9 Of the chest
10 Insect
11 Daily letters
12 Observed

13 Handle, in Latin
14 “Why don’t we!”
15 Terrain formations
17 Two after 90 Across
18 What person?
19 Rest
20 Juan Carlos or Ferdinand V
21 Beverage container
26 CIO and NOW
29 Like a beaver’s mouth
31 Nav. officer
32 OJ trial evidence
34 Adams or Johnson
36 Editor’s mail: abbr.
37 Summer problem
38 “...through the woods,
to grandmother’s
house __...”
39 Abbr. with Marx or Ames
40 Amerindians
41 Cry of mock alarm
43 Went first
46 Beast of burden
47 Come in last
48 Liberal __
49 Word to a pest
51 ClichŽs
53 Beg
56 Suffix for hero or tour
58 Dos
59 Does nothing
60 __ to; equal
61 Trike rider
63 Chest covering
64 32 Down’s cousin
66 Siamese coin
69 South Amer. nation
70 TV maker
71 Charged particle
72 Stench
73 Lofty range
74 Method: abbr.
78 Common contraction
79 Fem. title
80 Gang’s territory
81 Against
82 __ Ericson
83 Deputy: abbr.
85 Bit of matter
87 Address abbrs.
89 Pacers fan, often
91 Elected one: abbr.
94 Finder’s cry
96 Get comfy
97 Mr. Chekhov
98 Ashqelon’s location: abbr.
99 Drowned valley
101 Duck
103 Phrase from one
who’s noncommittal
104 Part of IOU
106 Be imminent
107 Fruit treats
110 Tree
111 Refusals
112 Ignore
113 Bear
114 On __ with
115 Soda pop variety
116 551
118 “Gloria in excelsis __!”
120 Betsy __
123 Summer drink
125 Building part
126 Court
127 Louis or Montana
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Activities and events
COLUMBUS DAY - Town Holiday
10/8/2007

Enjoy the Washington National Zoo/
Smithsonian Conservation Research
Center’s Annual Festival. The Center is located on Remount Road. For
more information please call (540)6356540.

COLUMBUS DAY - The Town of
Front Royal business offices will be
closed today. Trash, Yard Waste and
Recycling pick-up for this day will be
Wednesday, October 10.

Dedication Ceremony
10/6/2007 - 11:00am
You are invited to attend the Dedication Ceremony for Phase IV of the
Downtown Business Association’s
Engraved Brick Walk at the Village
Commons located at Main & Chester
Streets.
Republican Pig Roast
10/6/2007 - 2:30pm - 5:30pm
4th Annual Pig Roast at the Front Royal VFW Shelter featuring Pony Rides,
Magic Acts, and Bluegrass Music.
Honored guests include Attorney General Bob McDonnell, Congressman
Frank Wolf, Lt. Governor Bill Bolling,
Congressman Tom Davis, State Senator Mark Obenshain. $30 per person
at the door and $25 per person in advance. Kids 12 and under - $7 each.
For Tickets or Ad Information, Contact: John Smedley (540) 635-2651 or
Bridget Madden (540) 636-6320

Parent Event
10/9/2007 - 4:30pm
Warren County Parents of Preschoolers presents “Snack Attack” at the
Front Royal United Methodist Church
located at 1 W. Main Street. The sideby-side healthy meal planning class
begins at 4:30. The Skyline CAP
will hold their meeting at 5:00pm.
The meeting, dinner and Snack Attack will be from 5:30pm - 7:00pm.
Please RSVO by noon on October 8
at (540)635-3967 or (540)635-3327 or
(540)635-3334.
Legislative Preview
10/9/2007 - 12:00pm - 1:30pm
You are invited to the Legislative
Preview Luncheon held today at the
Warren County Government Center.
In attendance will be Delegate Athey,
Congressman Wolf and Senator
Obenshain. Remarks from each representative will be followed by a question and answer period. Lunch will be
provided. $10.00/Chamber Members
and $20.00 for non/members. Please

ADVERTISE FOR LESS!
Call (540) 683-1078

RSVP by October 5 to the Front Royal-Warren County Chamber of Commerce (540)635-3185.
Library Book Sale
10/11/2007 - 5:00pm - 8:00pm
Samuels Public Library will hold their
Annual Fall Used Book Sale tonight
through Sunday, October 14. For more
information please call (540)6353153.
Festival of Leaves Event
10/12/2007 - 6:00pm - 11:00pm
Enjoy the beginning of the annual Festival of Leaves with a music program
and kids rides tonight at the Gazebo
area located at Main and Chester
Streets. For more information please
call (540)636-1466.
Bluegrass Party
10/12/2007 - 7:00pm - 10:00pm
You are invited to the Browntown
Bluegrass Pickin’ Party tonight at the
Browntown Community Center. Listen
to gospel and old time music. Admission is FREE. All levels of musicians
are welcome. Acoustic instruments
only. Food/drink are available for purchase. All proceeds benefit the Browntown Community Center. For more
information please contact (540)7784777 or (540)636-3588.

Festival of Leaves
10/13/2007 - 9:00am - 6:00pm

Bluegrass Party
10/26/2007 - 7:00pm - 10:00pm

Enjoy the 36th Annual Festival of
Leaves today in Downtown Front
Royal. There will be a parade, dinners, craft vendors, live entertainment, heritage sites and more. Sponsored by the Warren Heritage Society
(540)636-1446.

Tonight you are invited to a community jam session at the Warren County
Senior Center located on 12th Street.
All level of musicians are welcome.
Acoustic Intstruments only. There will
be coffee and food items available for
purchase. Admission is free; however,
a hat will be passed around. All proceeds benefit the Warren County Senior Center.

Candidates Forum
10/23/2007 - 7:00pm
All candidates from the following offices are invited to the Warrren County
Government Center tonight: Board of
Supervisors (North River, Shenandoah and South River), Clerk of Court,
Commission of Revenue, Commonwealth’s Attorney, School Board (North
River, Shenandoah, South River and
Fork), Sheriff, Treasurer, 18th House
of Delegates and 26th District Senate
of Virginia. For more informatin please
contact the Chamber of Commerce at
(540)635-3185.
Job Fair
10/24/2007 - 9:30am - 5:30pm
Front Royal-Warren County Chamber
of Commerce presents Job Fair 2007
at the North Warren Fire Department
today. Join a dynamic community
event as employers and job seekers
are brought face-to-face. More information is available at (540)635-3185.

ADVERTISE FOR LESS!
Call (540) 636-1014

Autumn Conservation Festival
10/6/2007 - 10/7/2007

Halloween Parade
10/27/2007 - 11:00am
Children are invited to participate in the
Halloween Parade to be held today on
the sidewalk of the Royal Plaza Shopping Center. There will be ribbons for
(7) categories of costumes. Candy will
also be given away.
Halloween Party
10/27/2007 - 6:00pm - 8:00pm
Everyone is invited to attend the Warren County Parks and Recreation
sponsored Kid’s Halloween Party tonight at the RES Youth Center located
at 8th Street and Commerce Avenue.
The Party is for children of all ages
and the cost is $5.00 per child. There
is a limit of 40 children, registration will
be held until full. For more information
please contact Parks/Rec at (540)6357750.
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Classifieds
CHILD CARE
WARREN CO.

PETS
LOST

HOUSES
FOR RENT

FORMER CHURCH PRESCHOOL TEACHER has
openings in her Shenandoah Farms home. Please
call Christine. 540-6368610.
_____________________
DAYCARE. Infants to
Kindgarden. 24/7. Low
weekly rates. CPR certified. Insured. Call 540771-4305.
_____________________
[List your classified advertising by calling Melissa at
(540) 635-4542.]

BLACK FEMALE CAT.
White paws and white on
face and belly. Microchip.
“Tootsie”. $200 REWARD.
TIMNEH GRAY PARROT. Sighted at Madie
Byrd Park, Tom’s Brook,
Rt. 646. “Sadie” $500 REWARD.
302-382-9713.
540-436-3930.

NEARLY NEW. 3BR/2BA
RAMBLER with unfin.
basement and garage.
Convenient in town location. Avail. Nov. 1 or sooner. $1500/month. OLREA.
Call 540-631-0976 for details.
_____________________
[List your classified advertising by calling Melissa at
(540) 635-4542.]

EDUCATION

Your classified ad costs just
$1 per line!
Call Melissa at
(540) 635-4542 and place
an ad in about five minutes.

SERVICES
AVAILABLE
MASONRY. Brick, block,
stone. Foundation, sidewalks, etc. Licensed. Insured. 540-459-9464.
_____________________
PAINTING. Any job. Any
size. All types, including
murals and shaux finishings. 540-771-4305.
_____________________
[List your classified advertising by calling Melissa at
(540) 635-4542.]

Classified Ads That
Work
Call Melissa at (540) 635-4542
melissawcr@yahoo.com
Classified Text Ads (5 line minimum)

ADVERTISE FOR
LESS!
Call (540) 6354542.

INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
FRENCH LESSONS with
an emphasis on conversational skills. ExperiPETS
enced teacher and native
speaker, flexible schedule.
3 AKC REGISTERED Contact 540-549-2254.
BASSET HOUND PUPS. emoser@swissmail.org
Ready now. Shots and
wormed. $350. 540-8969611.
ELDER CARE
_____________________
[List your classified adver- CARE GIVER. Do you
tising by calling Melissa at need someone loving and
(540) 635-4542.]
caring to stay w/ your loved
one? Or maybe need errands run? Hourly or daily
rates. Call 540-303-2257.

Your classified ad costs just
$1 per line!
Call Melissa at
(540) 635-4542 and place
an ad in about five minutes.

Open rate $1 per line
6 consecutive issues $ .92 per line
12 issues in same year $ .88 per line
12 consecutive issues $ .85 per line
Full year - 24 issues $ .62 per line
Classified Display Ads
Open Rate $6.50 per column inch
6 consecutive issues $6.00 per column inch
12 issues in same year $5.75 per column inch
12 consecutive issues $5.50 per column inch
Full year - 24 issues $4.00 per column inch
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Reliance Woods
A beautiful wooded environment with nearby golf, two new shopping centers, and
the historic Shenandoah River. Did we mention it’s just 2 miles from I-66? Who
says you can’t have it all!

Only 10 lots remain!
Enjoy serenity and peace in this new subdivision in highly sought-after Warren
County. Estate lots range from 2 to 6 acres. Live just 2 miles from I-66. Relax just
minutes away from 5 golf courses. Only 14 lots remain. Claim yours before they
are gone forever!

(540) 631-8989 • (540) 305-9678
Attention Developers! Call for information on two other hot properties:
• 5 lot subdivision in Warren County
• 28 townhouse lot subdivision in Page County

